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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Japanese researchers collecting specimens
South Africa,

in Cape Town,

come across a crab very different from local

species; upon study at the Zoology Department of the University of Cape Town, the crab proves to be the European shorecrab

Carcinus

maenas.

1

Off

southern

California,

divers

researching the effects of drilling mud on fouling communities
find

large

detipes,

specimens of

the Japanese common crab Plagusia

a crab not before seen in American waters, on the

underwater structures of a semisubmersible oil platform. 2

In

New Zealand, marine biologists greeting the arrival of an offshore oil platform from Japan

find a

creatures

barnacles

including

sergeant-major fish.)

Japanese

diversity of
and

two

foreign
tropical

In each of these cases, an oil platform

provided the means for a species to travel a great distance

1 Margaret Anne Joska and Dr. George Branch,
"The European
Shore-Crab -- Another Alien Invader?," African Wildlife 40, no. 2
(1986):
63.

2 Suzanne V. Benech, "Ocean Transport of a Community of the
Grapsid Crab Plagusia dentipes (De Hann, 1833)," Crustaceanna
35, no. 1 (1978):
104.

) Brian A. Foster and Richard C. Willan, "Foreign Barnacles
Transported to New Zealand on an Oil Platform," New Zealand
Journal of Marine and Freshwater Research, 13, no. 1 (1979):
147.
1

through

otherwise

hostile

habitat

safely

the

open ocean and

successful

arrive

introduction

of

in a
an

new

alien

species.
1.1

Marine Exotic Species
The

introduction

of

nonindigenous 4

species,

whether

accidental or intentional, has been a phenomenon present as
long as man's propensity to travel.
benef icial,

5

Exotic species can be

such as the introduction of certain species of

fish into tropical areas to eat mosquito larvae and decrease
the spread of malaria, or damaging, such as the introduction
of

the sea lamprey which almost destroyed the Great Lakes

trout population and cost the Canadian and American governments

$116 million to da t e ."

Even good intentions

can go

aHry, as was found with the intentional introduction of carp
from Germany into the United States in the 1870'5.

Hailed as

an abundant and tasty food source, the popularity of the carp
was short-lived.

Once adjusted to its new home the carp lost

its attractive pleasant taste and equally its value,

but it

displaced native fish nonetheless.

4 "Nonindigenous species" is defined by Section 1003 of
the "Nonindigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and Control
Act of 1990" as "any species or other viable biological
material that enters an ecosystem beyond its historic range,
including any such organism transferred from one country to
another."
16 U.S.C. 4702. The terms alien, exotic and
nonindigenous are used synonymously.

David J. Bederman, "Internal Control of Marine 'pollution'
by Exotic Species," Ecology Law Quarterly 18 (1991):
678.
5

6

Ibid., 682.
2

Some biologists have called the spread of exotic species
the "biological homogenization of the planet - a process both
inevitable
itself

and

abroad.

inexorable,
While

,, 7

controlled wi th

as

species

intentional

after species
introductions

legislation and regulations,

casts
can

be

unintentional

spread of exotic species is much more difficult to address.
One "vector" or pathway that has become recognized is the role
played by ships.
noted,

As one marine biologist studying the problem

"Ever since man took to the sea in ships he has been

inadvertently transferring · marine

organisms

from place

to

place around the world." s
1.2

Ships, Ballast Water and Semisubmersibles
Historically,

the

fouling communi ties

that grew on

the

bottoms of ships were the means for creatures to be transported

across

the

seas.

Creatures

would

adhere

to

the

vessel's hulls and after arrival at the port of destination
would reproduce, discharge potential immigrants into their new
environment.

Some mobile animals would take refuge amongst

the fouling growth for the journey and at the destination,
would simply "step off" into their new home.
The ships of old were the prime vehicles for this type of
transportation.

They were slow-moving, spent long amounts of

7 Matthew Hart,
"Invasion of the Zebra Mussels," The Atlantic Monthly 266, no. 1 (July 1990):
86.

S Richard C.
Willan, "The Mussel Musculista senhousia in
Australasia: Another Aggressive Alien Highlights the need for
Quarantine at Ports," Bulletin of Marine Science 41, no. 2
(1987):
475.

3

time in port, and through rough construction and the activities
sites

of wood-boring marine mollusks,
for biota to adhere or hide.

offered

cavities

and

Recreational boats of

today offer many of the same "amenities," a fact documented by
New Zealand researchers who discovered exotic species growing
on recently-arrived cruising yachts. 9
move at high rates of speed,

Today,

modern

ships

are painted with antifouling

paint and have smooth steel hulls, all of which contribute to
reduced opportunities for adherence of marine biota.

Unfortu-

nately, modern ships also carry "ballast water," water pumped
into the ship to provide stability at sea, and the arrivals of
the toxic dinoflagellate (Gymnodinium catenatum) in Australia
and the Zebra mussel (Dreissena polymorpha) in the Great Lakes
have drawn

international attention to the

role of ballast

water as a dispersal vector for alien organisms.
ship's ballast water has occurred on all levels.
ally,

the

International

Maritime

Response to
Internation-

Organization

specialized agency of the United Nations,

in

(IMO),

a

1991 created

guidelines concerning the prevention of the introduction of
unwanted marine organisms. 10

Nationally, Congress enacted the

"Nonindigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and Control Act of
9 Dennis P.
Gordon and Shunsuke F. Mawatari, Atlas of Marine-Fouling Bryozoa of New Zealand Ports and Harbours, New
Zealand Oceanographic Institute, Pub. 107, (Wellington, DSIR
Marine and Freshwater, 1992), 17.

10 MEPC
(Marine Environment Protection Committee) Resolution
50(31):
International Guidelines for the Preventing the Introduction of Unwant~d Aquatic Organisms and Pathogens From Ships'
Ballast Water and Sediment Discharges, adopted 4 July 1991.

4

1990. ,, : 1

Domes ticall y,

several

s ta tes

have

or are

in

the

process of passing laws against ballast water discharge, and
even some ports are considering their own regulations.
Ballast water regulations are important, but they do not
address the cases of introductions via mobile oil platforms
presented initially.
tions

via

(SEDPs)

Are the cases of biological introduc-

Semisubmersible

signi f icant 7

Exploratory

is the aim of this paper.
characteristics

recent movements,

Platforms

What are thedi fferences between the

role played by shipping and SEDPs?

their

Drilling

and

Resolving these questions

Addressed are the nature of SEDPS,
operation,

their

future drilling locations,

historical

and

links to past

biological invasions and the potential for future invasions.

11

16 U.S.C. 4701
5

CHAPTER 2
SEMISUBMERSIBLE EXPLORATORY DRILLING PLATFORMS:
BACKGROUND

2.1

History and Evolution
Semisubmersible Exploratory Drilling Platforms (SEDPs or

semisubmersibles) are large complex floating structures that
were introduced in 1962 to ' expand the range of oil exploration.

This section provides a brief overview of the develop-

ment of mobile offshore exploratory drilling and of the niche
held by semisubmersibles within that process.

Exploratory

drilling for oil in promising geologic structures began to
extend from land out to the sea at the turn of the century.
The first wooden piers, up to 800 feet long, were built out
from

Summerland,

California,

in

1896,

and

these

allowed

"terrestrial" drilling equipment to be used for the drilling
of offshore oil wells.
more

piers

and

the

The seaward expansion continued with

construction

structures in the Gulf of Mexico.
offshore "platforms,"
a single oil well.

of

offshore

timber

pile

By 1942 there were over 25

with each platform generally devoted to

12

In the 1940's, two innovations changed oil exploration and

12 Rick H.
Burroughs, "Seafloor Area Within Reach of
Petroleum Technology," Ocean Management 10 (1986):
126.

6

production operations.

First came the use of steel in the

construction of oil platforms .

Prior to the introduction of

steel, wooden piles were individually driven and then structures were built above the surface of the water, a very slow,
time-consuming process.

The arrival of steel led to the pre-

fabrication of "jackets"

(the platform structures) onshore,

which were then delivered by barge to the offshore drill site.
After

placement

"nailed"

in

on

the

ocean

bottom,

location with piles driven

the

platforms

through the

were

jacket

legs.
The second
involved

the

innovation was
mounting

of

a

important
drill

rig

to exploration and
on

a

barge.

This

development initiated the era of mobile offshore exploratory
drilling rigs.

lJ

Until that time, offshore oil wells, even of

an "exploratory" nature, were drilled from permanently placed
structures.
2.2

Mobile Exploratory Drilling Platforms
The design of mobile exploratory drilling platforms contin-

ued to evolve (Figure 1).

One of the first types developed

were "submersibles," barges that were "sunk" to rest on the
bottom

while

drilling

operations

proceeded.

Initially

submersibles worked in very shallow waters, usually less than
ten feet deep, but with the advent of "template" rigs,

1]

Ibid., 127.
7

r emp lal e " q
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Figure 1.
Source:

Rand-McNally, Atlas of the Oceans
8

1977.

where the drilling structure was elevated on posts above the
barge itself, the range of submersibles
20 to 22 feet.

extended to depths of

14

"Jack-up" platforms represented the next step in engineering

design.

In

water

several

hundred

feet

deep,

these

platforms would engage in drilling operations by elevating
themselves above the ocean surface with long legs that were
racheted down and planted on the sea

floor.

Jack-up rigs

greatly extended the area available for potential drilling,
although they remained limited by the length of their legs and
their need to rest on the bottom.

Older jack-ups were limited

to 300-foot depths but this range has been extended by a few,
very expensive, modern units that are able to drill in depths

of up to 400 feet.
2.2.1

1s

Drillships and Semisubmersibles

From the original drilling rig on a barge, introduced in
1949, came drillships and semisubmersibles.
1960's

and

still

in

use

today,

Developed in

drillships

are

the

vessels 1 6

14 A small number of Submersibles
(only 25% of the 35
available units) are still in use, mostly in the shallow
waters and "swamp" areas of Gulf of Mexico, Indonesia, the
Arctic and West Africa.
From "Ocean Industry's 1992 Guide
to Marine Drilling Rigs," Ocean Industry 27, no. 7 (Septembe r 1992):
III .

is Because of their relative low cost and versatility,
the Jack-ups remain the most common and popular units, with
an active fleet of 399 units.
(Ocean Industry, 21.)
16 Many of the Drillships were
(and are) converted
cargo vessels.
For example, the drillship DEEP SEA ICE
started life as a 22,000-dwt ore carrier before being converted in 1975.
(Ocean Industry, 105.)

9

outfitted with a derrick,

large storage areas

for carrying

drill pipe and fluids, and all necessary drilling equipment.
Originally drillships were limited by the length of the anchor
chains

needed

barrier was
tioning.

to

hold

them in posi tion,

broken with the

This

but

in

1971

this

introduction of dynamic posi-

system utilizes

transponders

placed on the

ocean bottom that, through triangulation and up to eight shipmounted

computer-controlled

variable-direction

thrusters,

maintain the drillship in drilling position in extremely deep
water (well over 2000 feet) . 17

The dynamic positioning works

well but consumes large amounts of fuel which substantially
.increases

the

operating

costs.

Described

in

much

greater

detail in section 2.5, semisubmersibles have simi lar capabi lities to drillships although most operate in shallower waters,
normally less than 2000 feet, and use an array of up to twelve
anchors to maintain station. 18
2.3

Seismic Testing
The advent of seismic testing revolutionized oil explo-

ration and represents one of the primary differences between

17 As an indication of the extended capabilities of a
specially modified dynamically positioned drillship, the
SEDCO 471 is working for Texas A & M University's Ocean
Drilling Program, travelling allover the world taking cores
from the seabed in water depths of up to 27,000 feet(!).
(Personal Communication, Joe M. Adams, Senior Contracts &
Sales Representative, Sonat Offshore Drilling Inc., 10 March
1993. )
18 The 1992 active drillship fleet consisted of 35
vessels compared to the semisubmersible fleet of 160 active
uni t s .
(Ocean Industry, 102.)

10

modern exploratory drilling and that taking place at the turn
of the century.

Seismic testing,

involving a sharp sound

energy source (formerly explosives but now compressed air) and
a string of hydrophones, gives geologists a picture of what
the

subsurface

sediments

locations of oil.

look

like

and

of

the

probable

Unfortunately, water in the sediments can

look much like oil and the need for exploratory drilling still
exists.

This is the general order of events in the explora-

tion process:
1) the study of historical .geologic records by geologists,
2)

seismic

testing

to

indicate

accurate

locations

of

oil

deposits,
3)

exploratory drilling to insure that the "oil deposits" are

actually oil and not other fluids that seismically look like
oil, and

4)

when economically feasible,

installation of the capital-

intensive production structure for the drilling and
of production oil wells.
2.4

opera~ion

19

Exploration Operations
The

search

for

oil

is

a

complex

event

involving

services of many different specialist companies.

the

Often an oil

company will hire one company to conduct the seismic survey,
another to drill exploratory wells, and yet another to carry
out the

production drilling.

Drilling companies

tracted to drill exploratory wells.
19

Burroughs.
11

are con-

To provide the full range

of services, most drilling companies have a range of drilling
platform types, from jack-up rigs to semisubmersibles.
2.5

Semisubmersible Characteristics
The

concept

of

Semisubmersible

Exploratory

Platforms has been only briefly introduced:
this

section

is

to

provide

a

full

Drilling

the intent of

explanation

of

their

characteristics and operations.
2.5.1

Why Partial Submergence?

Semisubmersibles

represent an

engineering and technology.

impressive combination of

As their name implies, they are

partially submerged floating platforms that employ pontoons to
provide both stability and buoyancy.

Their conjunction of

floating and submerged states provides the best stability in
rough seas, short of actually resting upon the ocean bottom.
Limiting

the

motion,

especially

any

vertical

motion,

is

extremely important when drilling oil wells in the seafloor.
The consequences would be catastrophic if a platform, with a
drill pipe suspended through over 2000 feet of water and then
down

another

25,000

feet

of well,

were

suddenly

to

begin

moving up and down in response to a passing oceanic swell.
The drill bit would repeatedly be lifted and then slammed back
into the bottom of the hole and damage would likely occur to
the freely suspended pipe between the SEDP and the bottom.

By

operating in the semi-submerged state, the SEDPs are able to
accomplish a relatively stable state in most conditions.

12

When

storms

do

strike,

drilling operations

cease

until

the

rig

motion dissipates.
2.5.2

Size

Semisubmersibles are physically huge, so large that it's
difficult to grasp the dimensions involved.

The 1985 Japan-

built semisubmersible HENRY GOODRICH is an example.

HENRY

GOODRICH is 320 feet long (a football field is only 300 feet
long), 246 feet wide, and 154 feet from the bottom of the keel
to

the

top of

Added

the main deck.

above

is

a

l65-foot

derrick that creates a total height of almost 320 feet.
"football field u n i ts,
"box"

,,21

structure over one

quarters

of

a

football

football field high.

20

In

this equates to a bas ic rectangular
football
field

field

in width

in

and

length,

three-

one-half

of

a

That is an enormous box, made loftier by

the addition of a tower another half football field in height.
The

size

is

only

made

all

the

more

incredible

when

one

considers that the whole thing is made out of steel and is
mobile.

Rather than being an anomaly,

the HENRY GOODRICH

represents an "average" rig, with the lengths of SEDPs falling
in the 250- to 400-foot range.

The HENRY GOODRICH, in addition to being substantial in
size, is also an extremely stable and capable drilling platform designed to survive l15-knot storm winds and lID-foot
20 Joe M. Adams,
Senior Contracts & Sales Representative, Sonat Offshore Drilling Inc., Personal Communication,
19 February 1993.

21

Equal to 100 yards or 300 feet.
13

waves.

The wave survival measurement is based on the 110-foot

waves arriving on a 12 .9 second interval, also known as a wave
per iod.

These type of conditions are beyond the imagina-

22

tions of most mere mortals.
Unfortunately, nature isn't limited by the thoughts of mere
mortals,

and there have been several rigs lost since their

1962 introduction.

The loss of the OCEAN RANGER, the largest

semisubmersible ever built at close to 400 feet in length, had
for the drilling community the same impact as the
TITANIC had for the world.

1982.

of the

East of Newfoundland on the Grand

Banks, the OCEAN RANGER went down with the
on February 15,

1055

Though the winds

1055

of all 84 crew

reached "only"

80

knots, the combination of conditions and possible engineering
flaws led to the total

1055.

The HENRY GOODRICH incorporates

design modifications triggered by the OCEAN RANGER's
2.5.3

23

configurations

Semisubmersibles

come

in

a

variety

of

configurations.

Presently the trend is toward twin hulls with four,
eight

1055.

columns

supporting

the

main deck.

six or

Variations

have

included triangular rigs with three legs, pentagon rigs with
five

legs

(Figure

2),

and

octagonal

"Odeco Ocean

Voyager

Class" rigs which have twin pontoons with outer pontoons on
either side (Figure 3).
22

Adams, 19 February 1993.

23 John .R. Botzum,
"The Truth About the Loss of the
OCEAN RANGER," Ocean Science News 24, no. 12 (22 March
1982):
1.

14

Figure 2.
Source:

Pentagon Semisubmersible

Sonat Offshore Drilling Co.
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All SEDP designs involve pontoons beneath the water,

but

the variations in the size and shape of those pontoons varies
greatly.

The requirements

for stability have stiffened as

rigs work in harsher conditions and governments have gotten
involved because of accidents.

The Norwegian government leads

the world in implementing safety standards and regulations.
Rig owners have responded to increased safety regulations by
modifying rigs to meet the increased standards.

Modifications

include adding "blisters" (sponsoons) for additional buoyancy
and strengthening the rigs '.24
2.5.4
Since

SEDP "Generations"
their

introduction,

semisubmersibles

evolving in design and growing in size.

have

The oil

been

industry

refers to each new configuration of SEDP as a "Generation,"
and the rigs are now up to the fourth and fifth generations.
These generations are significantly different

than earlier

SEDPs because their main decks are designed to act as watertight

hulls

to

float

the

semisubmersibles.

Required

by

Norwegian regulations, a watertight main deck allows the SEDP
to

remain

afloat

even

if

one

of

the

supporting

pontoons

floods.

24 The North Sea type semisubmersible NEDDRILL 6 represents a case where the rig was built to existing standards
in 1979, but since was modified twice, in 1986 and again in
1991, to meet the stricter safety requirements.
Personal
Communication, Bram Robaard, Marine Department, Neddrill
Nederland B.V., 25 February 1993.
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The tough new regulations came about as a direct response
to the North Sea capsizing of the rig ALEXANDER KIELLAND in
March 1980.

The ALEXANDER KIELLAND was a

Pentagon rig in

operation off the coast of Norway, providing accommodation for
212

men

for

the

Edda

production

platform.

The

KEILLAND

capsized during a storm one night within thirty minutes after
a catastrophic failure caused one of its five legs to part
from the hull.

Because the platform was devoted purely to

accommodations, a total of 123 lives were lost in the North
Sea's worst tragedy.

For the Norwegian government, the matter

was one of extreme emotion, and one that also led to subs tantially stricter r equ La t I ons
2.5.5

c

"

Age

Drilling companies plan on an economic working life of
twenty years for semisubmersibles.

A review of the 1992 list

of active rigs indicates that the oldest rig on the active
list was built in 1968, but this is a bit of an anomaly, with
most

rigs

being

less

than

ten

years

old

and

only

a

few

extending into the fifteen-year range.
2.6

Moving Semisubmersibles
The nature of exploration is that semisubmersibles need to

be able to re-Iocate to new locations often and in an economic
manner.

To accomplish this, SEDPs are moved in three differ-

ent manners:

"wet tow," "dry tow," or self-propulsion.

25 "Experts Examine Salvaged Kei lland," Of fshore 43,
no. 13 (November 1983):
38.
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2 .6. 1

Wet Tow

Wet tow is the most common, and for some the only, way of
moving semisubmersibles.

As the name implies,

in a wet tow

the rig is literally towed by an ocean-going tug or a largeanchor handling vessel.

Normally these are done as

tows," with no propulsion assistance from the rig itself.

"dead
The

reason for this is because experience has shown the drilling
companies that only one knot in speed is gained at best by
using
power.

the

rig's

propulsion

in

combination

with

the

tug's

The fuel consumed to gain this one knot does not make

it economically practical.
The tow speed depends greatly on the draft at which a SEDP
is towed.

The less the draft, the less water resistance, and

the better the speed that can be made.
factor

because of all

the sail

Head wind is a big

area of a

semisubmersible.

Winds from ahead above Force 5 (i.e. 17 to 21 knots) can drop
the speed by as much as one-half.

Should the tow encounter

heavy weather or conditions such that the traverse tubes begin
to pound, then the rig will ballast down to a survival transit
draft and speed will be slowed drastically. 26
Hull design is another big factor in determining the speed
which can be made towing a semisubmersible.

The Ocean Voyager

class (an Odeco Design) has the outer pontoons which increase
the water resistance.

In addition,

these rigs experience a

26 J.M. Watson, Barge Mover, Diamond M - Odeco Drilling
Inc., Inc., Personal Communication, 1 April 1993.
19

deeper draft due to their overall weight, another Contributing
factor to their slow tow speed.

The twin hull design has less

water resistance and can attain less draft for a given size
rig, thus making it a faster rig through the water.
wet tow speed of 4 to 7 knots

is

A typical

figured by the drilling

companies.
2.6.2

Dry Tow

"Dry tow" involves carrying the semisubmersible on a large
barge

or

sel f -propelled

vessel.

There

are

several

inter-

national companies that provide special transportation vessels
with the sole purpose of serving the relocation needs of large
rigs (SEDPs, Jack-ups, production platform modules).

Dry tows

are much faster,

12 -

14 knots,

but the costs charged the

drilling

are

also

higher.

company

much

Operating

in

a

competitive market, the dry haul companies cleverly set their
rates such that their charge for a move is just slightly lower
than for the greater time but lower cost wet tow.
different

configurations,

some

semisubmersibles

Due to

cannot

be

adequately supported on barges or lift ships and therefore
cannot be dry towed.

The "700 series" semisubmersibles owned

by Sedco Forex are of such design.

It's interesting to note

that it really is a mechanical design limitation for there are
larger rigs than the 700-series that are dry towed. 27
(Figure 4)
27 Ken Mielke, Senior Contracts and Sales Representative, Sedco Forex Drilling Co., Personal Communication, 31
March 1993.
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2.6.3

Self-propulsion

For relatively short moves, such as from the Western Gulf
of Mexico to

the Eastern Gulf

of Mexico,

rigs with self-

propulsion usually move themselves, with typical speeds of 8
to 10 knots.

The large fuel consumption on these moves limits

their use to short distance relocations. 2 8
Transoceanic Tows

2.6.4

Transoceanic tows require a great deal of research prior
to their departure.
weather

services

Ocean tow pilot charts, pilot books, and

are

consul ted

strong head winds and currents.
is

advised as

to

the best

for

routing

to

avoid

During tow, the towing vessel

routing to avoid heavy weather

(though at the slow speeds of tows,
possible).

best

avoidance often isn't

Even dry tows, though they travel at fairly high

speeds, must be wary of large storms or weather systems.

Rigs

are generally not transported across the North Atlantic during
the winter because of the prevalent heavy weather during that
time of year. 29
Transoceanic
tremendous
SEDCO 710

movements

amount
is

of

time

presented

as

of
and
a

semisubmersibles
energy.
specific

examples are presented in Appendix I I) .

The

require
delivery

example
Suil t

(23

a
of

other

in Japan in

1985, the semisubmersible SEDCO 710, a 700-series rig that is
not dry-towable, was wet-towed from Japan to the East Coast of
28

Watson.

29

Ibid.
22

Canada.

The tow, at an average speed of less than six knots,

took several months and involved five bunker stops for the tug
to get fuel.
Falklands,

SEDCO 710 stopped at Hawaii, Panama, Chile, the

and the Azores before arriving at Canada.

The

route diverted sharply to the east in stopping at the Azores
to avoid the hurricane season .

The eastern Atlantic is the

spawning ground for hurricanes,

but they don t

punch until they get further west.

build up a

I

At most stops, fuel barges

come out to the ocean-going tug, but at some locations, the
tug will take the SEDP inside the bay or harbor. 30
2.7

Ballast
Semisubmersibles

utilize ballast water

three operational modes:
storm).

For transit,

mode.
very

to

attain

their

transit, drilling, and survival (or

the SEDP is placed in a de-ballasted

All ballast water is pumped out and the SEDP floats
high,

usually with

surface of the water.

the

tops

of

the pontoons

at

the

In drilling mode, the SEDP is sunk eown

until the draft is usually about 2-1/2 times that of transit
mode.

Drilling mode is the most stable mode and increases the

depth of the pontoons, decreasing the motion from waves and
swells.

Survival or storm mode is attained by pumping out a

portion of the ballast water and decreasing the draft.

The

increased distance between the ocean surface and the

ship

superstructure

lessens

the

chance

of

waves

striking

vessel, thereby increasing its ability to survive.
30

Mielke.
23

the

The

ballast

water

taken

on by

semisubmersibles

is

not

insignificant, ranging up to 21,500 metric tons or 5.7 million
gallons

(Table

1).

Ballasting is

most

often accomplished

simply by flooding the ballast tanks through the seachest, the
hull opening designed for the intake of water, and a system of
ballast-water lines.

De-ballasting is achieved by pumping the

water back out of the ballast tank.

Though attempts are made

to pump ALL the ballast water out for transit mode, in reality
a residual amount remains.

The residual amount varies from 50

up to 300 tons (from 14,575 gallons up to 79,500 gallons).Jl

]1

Adams.
24

Table 1.
BALLAST WATER:
Ballast Water Amounts for Semisubmersibles
in Drilling Mode:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

WESTERN PACESETTER III
SONAT DF96
SONAT DF97
NEDDRILL 6
JOHN SHAW (Sonat)
SCARABEO 3
SCARABEO 4
M.G. HULME, JR.
JIM CUNNINGHAM
SONAT Rig (planned)
SONAT ARCADE FRONTIER
SOVEREIGN EXPLORER
HENRY GOODRICH
ZANE BARNES (JACK BATES)

4,504
4,800
4,800
10,300
10,640
10,688
10,688
12,100
12,130
12,480
13,490
14,620
16,250
21,482

Average:

Tonnes
Tonnes
Tonnes
Tonnes
Tonnes
Tonnes
Tonnes
Tonnes
Tonnes
Tonnes
Tonnes
Tonnes
Tonnes
Tonnes

11,355 Tonnes

Residual Ballast:
SCARABEO 3 & 4:

55 Tonnes

HENRY GOODRICH:

up to 300 Tonnes

Approximate Average:

100 Tonnes

=>

14,575 Gallons

=>

79,500 Gallons

=>

26,500 Gallons

Notes:
Tonne = Metric Ton
One gallon
=>

=

2205.0
pounds
8.3(453) pounds

One Tonne = 265 Gallons

Data Sources:

Sonat Offshore Drilling, Inc.
Saipem S.p.A.
Neddrill Nederland B.V.
Reading & Bates Drilling Co.
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2.8

SEDP Fouling
An

anomaly

among

man-built

objects

that

semisubmersibles use no antifouling paint.

go

to

sea,

Because of their

sedentary existence and the long intervals between dry-docking
for maintenance and re-painting,

the only paint applied to

SEDPs is coal tar epoxy for steel protection. Coal tar epoxy
is better for preservation, which is the main goal with the
semisubmersibles, whereas the main goal of antifouling paint
Couple the lack of anti-

is deterrence of fouling growth.
fouling

protection with

the

relatively stationary mode

of

SEDPs and the outcome is often substantial fouling communities.

These offshore man-made platforms have been the focus

of numerous scientific papers, specifically studying the fouling communities that develop on the steel substrates. 3 2
The responses of the different drilling companies to the
establishment of large fouling communities on their semi submersibles

varies

only a

little.

In

general,

the

fouling

doesn't bother the rig operators and only for hull inspections
or possibly long moves are the underwater structures cleaned.
Even for hull inspections, the cleaning is generally intensive
only in specific locations, rather then an overall cleaning.
Economic evaluations

are done

prior to

long voyages

to

determine whether the cost of cleaning the underwater structures

will

be

redeemed

in

the

speed

improvement

and

time

32 Benech,
1978; Benech et al., 1980; Foster and
Willan, 1979, Hastings et al., 1976; Mearns et al., 1976;
and Wolfson et al., 1979.
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savings.

In the rare situations where cleaning is desired,

the

is

task

normally accomplished with

cleaning vehicles of

the type used on

divers

or

tracked

tanker hulls.

One

operator succinctly stated the case when he said, "Rarely is
the marine growth cleaned because of cost and how rapidly the
growth will re-accumulate on the submerged surfaces of the
hull and co Lumns

c

t'

P

He went on to state that the growth

gains the most recognition only in its inclusion as a miscellaneous weight in stability calculations. An Italian operator was even more terse,

','No major cleaning of fouling

is

expected during the life of the platform."J4
Semisubmersibles become pelagic creatures after they're
built, spending almost their entire operational existence out
at sea.

The only times that semisubmersibles come into port

are when they need repairs or modifications or when they are
"stacked"

(not working,

awaiting the next

job).

Presently

there are a fair number of stacked rigs in Houston, waiting
for oil prices to increase.

JJ Watson.
J4 B. Antonini, Marine Superintendent, Saipem S.p.A.
(Milan, Italy), Personal Communication, 22 February 1993.
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CHAPTER 3
POTENTIAL HABITATS FOR TRANSPORTATION?

While

Chapter

2

provided

background

information

on

Semisubmersible Exploratory Drilling Platforms (SEDPs), this
chapter focuses on the pertinent question concerning their
transportation function:

what role are SEDPs playing in the

transportation and introduction of alien marine organisms?

In

addressing this question, attention is given to the ability of
SEDP operations

to provide a

suitable environment

for

the

portage of alien species to new surroundings.
3.1

Characteristics of the Past
In many ways,

the semisubmersibles

represent the

20th-

century equivalent of the classic wooden sailing vessels of
yesteryear .

As

previously mentioned,

modern

vessels

have

changed in ways that lessen the likelihood of their serving as
dispersal platforms.
speeds,

decreased

These changes include increased vessel

port

residency

time,

increased

use

and

efficacy of toxic antifouling paints, and increased attention
to the underwater hydrodynamics of the vessels'
the

semisubmersibles,

the

circle

has

been

hulls. With

completed

in

a

sense, because the parameters that described the vessels of
old again apply.

28

3.2

Slow Speeds
Like

the

ships

of

old,

SEDPs

move

slowly.

As

noted

earlier, SEDPs are 't owe d at average speeds of 4 to 7 knots,
with the majority of speeds being in the lower half of this
range.

Occasionally semisubmersibles

travel quickly under

their own power (8 to 10 knots) or are hauled out of the water
and stuck atop barges (dry haul), but the majority are wettowed at a leisurely pace (Table 2).
From the viewpoint of a human swimmer, 4 knots is a high
rate

of

speed,

substrate

moving

but
at

for

most

that

nekton J 5 ,

pace would

keeping

be

up

simple.

with
For

a

the

fouling communities (barnacles, tunicates, sea anemones) and
associated mobile creatures (crabs, gastropods), the flow of
water across their habitat would be rapid but within limits.
3.3

High Residency Times
Semisubmersibles

Though

have

they are different

extremely

high

than ships

of

residency

times.

old because

they

rarely go into port, they are like ships of old because, when
they reach an operational area, they tend to remain for long
per iods

of

time.

An example are the two semi submersibles

SCARABEO 3 and SCARABEO 4 which arrived off West Africa (off
the coasts of Gabon, Congo, and Angola) over 3-1/2 years ago.
Since initiating operations, the two SEDPs have drilled over
25 wells, with an average duration until well completion of 60
to 70 days.

J5

Thus, though the semisubmersibles do move

Active swimming pelagic animals; i.e., fish.
29

Table 2.
Offshore Platform Transoceanic Movements:

Platform

Date and length
of Transit

Maui A

1975:
68 days

Japan to New Zealand

Ocean
Prospector

1976:
61 days

Japan to California

Ocean
Bounty

1981 :
124 days

Vancouver,BC to Scotland

From/To

Average
Speed
3.3 kts.

5+ kts.

(Distance: 15,700 miles)

Diamond M
General

1988:
50 days

California to Australia

6.4 kts.

(Distance: 7,573 miles)

Ocean
Century

1991:
37 days

Galveston, TX to Brazil

6.5 kts.

(Distance: 5,980 miles)

Ocean
General

1992:
10 days

Data Sources:

Bali,Indonesia to Aust. 4.5 kts.
(Timor Sea)

Diamond M - Odeco Drilling Inc.
Ocean Industry 11(2)
(Feb. 1976):
Offshore 41(5)
(May 1981):
134.
30

138.

between wells at an average speed of 3 knots, they've essentially remained residents of that one particular section of
continental shelf. 3 6

In sharp contrast are modern container-

ships that figure their port residency times in hours.
3.4

No Antifouling Paint
Semisubmersibles are an anomaly in modern times, not only

in their unique configurations but also in that they travel
the oceans devoid of antifouling bottom paint.

With ships,

creatures must not only contend with short residency times and
high rates of speed, but they must also overcome the toxic
effects of the antifouling paints to reside on that substrate.
Not only don't the SEDPs use antifouling paint, but the steel
preservative paint has been found to enhance the survivability
of some of the creatures (apparently the rusting steel can be
toxic to some species). 37
3.5

Underwater Structures
Inherent in their construction, semisubmersibles have many

more

places

for various

species

to tuck away than do

hydrodynamically-designed underbodies of modern ships.
right

angles

formed

where

the

columns

meet

the

the
The

pontoons

provide potential areas of increased suitability for numerous
species.

The structures that provide the most opportunities

are the steel stairs (Figure 5 - close scrutiny will reveal

36

Antonini.

37

Foster, 147.
31

Figure 5.
Source:

Underwater Stairs on HENRY GOODRICH

Sonat Offshore Drilling Inc.
32

stairs)

and some ladders descending to the hulls

columns.
toons

from the

Placed to allow crews a method of reaching the pon-

for

line-handling or inspection,

the

stairs offer a

multitude of hiding places and protected surfaces for organisms to attach and hide in.
PROSPECTOR,

a

Divers inspecting the OCEAN

semisubmersible,

off

California

found

the

greatest abundance of biota on and around the steel stairs. 3 8
3.6

SEDP Ballast
Though

the

four

characteristics

that

modern

semisub-

mersibles share with the wooden ships of old tend to "complete
the circle," in one sense SEDPs go even a step further because
they also

provide the ballast-water vector.

With ballast

water, SEDPs have the ability to playa similar role to that
of modern shipping.
In shipping, ballast water is normally brought aboard when
a ship lacks cargo or when it needs to establish trim.

A ship

will normally take the ballast water onboard while in port or
immediately after departure and will carry the water to its
next destination.

Semisubmersibles, on the other hand, dump

their ballast water when they transit between drill locations.
As previously mentioned, the mechanical reality of semisubmersibles

(and of ships,

too)

is that even after pumping the

ballast tanks, a residual amount of water remains within the

38 James T.
Carlton, Principal Investigator, The
National Biological Invasions Shipping Study, Maritime
Studies Program, Williams College-Mystic Seaport, Personal
Communication, 10 March 1993.
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ship.

This water has the potential of carrying alien species

and introducing them into a new part of the world.
The potential of semisubmersible ballast water as a vector
is unknown, but several factors indicate that it may only play
a small part in

world-wide introductions.

First, the amount

of residual ballast is minimal, well under two percent in all
recorded cases (Table 1).

Second, the slow transit speed of

semisubmersJbles, conducive to the fouling community survival,
is likely prohibitive to the survival of biota in the ballast
water.
amount

Third, the offshore locations diminish the potential
of

water.

plankton available to be

And fourth,

in

with

in with ballast

SEDPs work in deep shelf waters where

their outlying locations
sediments

taken

the

lessen the possibility of

ballast

The

water.

avoiding sediments is that they have

taking

importance

of

recently been tied to

the introduction of toxic dinoflagellates. 3 9
While the "macro" ballast water effect appears minimal, .the
potential is certainly present for intra-area "micro" introductions.

With

the

growing

increase

in

red

operational aspect that SEDPs move intra-area
3.3)

tides,

the

(see Section

and the ballasting and de-ballasting required for the

intra-area moves, SEDPs could move planktonic biota from one
portion of a continental shelf to another.

Because oceanic

39 Gustaaf M. Hallegraeff and Christopher J.
Bolch,
"Transport of Toxic Dinoflagellate Cysts via Ships' Ballast
Water," Marine Pollution Bulletin 22, no. 1 (January 1991):
27.
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mixing generates "homogenous" waters on continental shelves,
movements within the shelf confines would only be a problem if
the SEDP's particular operational area was experiencing some
kind of "event," such as a red tide or biological invasion.
Semisubmersible

intra-area

movements

and

their

ballast

water operations in the situation described above might become
the vehicle for introductions.

A recent example of this type

of scenario is the invasion of the Ruffe in Duluth, Minnesota.
In this case,

ships,

not SEDPs, are being required to take

special precautions to prevent the spread of the Ruffe within
Lake Superior. 4 0
Exploratory drilling off of Australia might become another
area

where

intra-area

SEDP

ballast-water

operations

and

movements could potentially further the problems occurring
because of biological invasions.

Tasmania has been invaded by

toxic dinoflagellates and Japanese Brown Kelp, and the spread
of these could be exacerbated by SEDP operations occurring in
the area. 41

40 John Boyd,
"Ships Calling Duluth Agree to Combat
Spread of Fish Pest," Journal of Commerce, 12 April 1993,
6B.

41 Madeleine Jones and Judy caughley,
Ballast Water:
Ships are Bringing Harmful Organisms into Australian Waters
- What can be done? (Canberra:
Australian Quarantine and
Inspection Service, Bureau of Rural Resources, Goanna Print
Pty. Ltd., 1992), 10.
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CHAPTER 4
SEMISUBMERSIBLE MOVEMENTS:
4.1

HISTORICAL AND PRESENT

Historical
In 1981, a Boston Sunday Globe article announced that be-

cause

of

tighter Canadian

regulations,

the waters

of

the

United States had become attractive to drilling ventures.

The

result in the first nine months of 1981 was a shift of almost
190 drilling rigs to the less stringent regulations found in
U.S. waters. 4 2

In the twelve years since this article, there

has been a radical shift in the policies of the United States,
and together with the lower cost of the world oil supply,
drilling has all but ceased except for the Gulf of Mexico and
Alaska.
4.2

Regional View
From the oil exploration point of view, the United States

can be viewed as
Hawaii,
Coast.

having

the West Coast,

five

"coasts."

They are Alaska,

the Gulf of Mexico,

and the

East

The drilling activity of each of the five coasts will

be reviewed, with a note of the potential for future activity.

42 P.
Ward, "Oil Rigs Go To U. S . ," Boston Sunday Globe,
5 April 1981, p . 39.
(Note:" Oil rigs" in this article
includes all varieties, with semisubmersibles representing
only a small fraction of the number discussed.)
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4.2.1

Alaska

Alaska

was

often

semisubmersibles

the

built

period of activity,

in

first
the

operating

1970's.

site

After

for

the

many

initial

the 1980's brought a general exodus of

most SEDPs from Alaskan waters, leaving a only handful of specially-designed
activities.

"Arctic"

rigs

to

continue

the

exploratory

An example of one such rig is the semisubmersible

KULLUK, which incorporates a unique conical design to aid in
deflecting the Arctic

ice. 4 ]

Drilling in the Beaufort and

Chukchi Seas continues with the result that there has been no
movement

of

SEDPs

to

or

from

these

waters

for

over

four

44

years.

4.2.2

Hawaii

Hawaii lacks a continental shelf, a necessary ingredient
for oil,

and therefore semisubmersibles

exploration activities in the area.

have not conducted

Drillships, however, have

worked off Hawaii in a series of non oil-related operations.
These

operations

included

taking

cores

of

the

seabed

for

geologic study, manganese nodule sampling and evaluation, and
even

the

covert

recovery

of

a

sunken

Russian

submarine.

Because of its location, semisubmersibles in-transit stop at
Hawaii

for bunkering

(fueling)

operations.

Most often the

SEDP does not go into port, but rather the fuel is brought out
to the SEDP and its towing vessel by barge.

4]

Ocean Industry, 78.

44

Adams.
37

4.2.3

West Coast

The drilling on the West Coast focused on the waters off
California, specifically the Santa Barbara Channel.

Because

of the depth of these waters, semisubmersibles were used for
much of the exploratory drilling.

March 1984 found a high of

five

off

semisubmersibles

operating

the

coast,

but

soon

thereafter the numbers dwindled until the last one, SEDCO 712,
departed in February 1990. 4 5
The political climate in California contributed strongly
to

the dissipation of West Coast

drilling efforts.

With

memories of the 1969 Santa Barbara oil spill still present,
the environmental movement mounted great pressure against the
oil companies.

California lost the 1984 u.S. Supreme Court

Secretary of the Interior v. California 4 6 ,

case
Court

held

that

the

Department

of

the

in which the

Interior's

outer

continental shelf lease sales were not an activity "directly
affecting" the coastal zone and therefore were not subject to
a review of consistency with California's coastal management
p Lan

i

Though the State had no legal say in these lease

"

sales, the press generated by the court battle ended up aiding
California's environmental groups by bringing the issue to the
forefront of the public's attention.
45

Mielke.

46

464

u .s ,

312 (1984)

Had the lease sales been held to need "consistency"
(be in harmony with California's coastal management plan),
they probably would not have been able to go through.
47

38

The re-authorization of the Coastal Zone Management Act on
November 5th,

1990, brought a major change to the issue of

lease sales and the amount of say the States can have.

As

part of the re-authorization, Congress changed the wording so
that

any

Federal

affecting")

acti vi ty

affecting

(i. e.,

not

"directly

the coastal zone had to be "consistent to the

maximum extent practicable.

Removal of one word hardly

,,48

seems significant, yet the change effectively means that new
exploratory drilling off California probably will not occur.
The

chances

of

a

new

oil

endeavor

in

the

coastal

waters

attaining approval consistent with California's coastal management

plan

and

the

California

public

are

low

to

non-

existent.
4.2.4

Gulf of Mexico

The Gulf of Mexico has been and continues to be one of the
primary areas for oil exploration.

In an over-simplification,

the main change in recent times has been the need to drilL in
deeper and deeper waters,
tionate
rigs.

demand

increase

which has resulted in a propor-

for

semisubmersibles

over

jack-up

This region will be discussed in greater detail in

Section 4.3.
4.2.5
The

u. S.

East Coast
East

Coast

has

historically

been an

area

of

potential oil reserves, but because of tremendous political
hurdles, very little activity has occurred.
48

16 U.S.C. section 1456(c) (1) (A)
39

Potential opera-

tions for five semisubmersibles on Georges Bank in August 1981
were canceled because of a storm of protest. 49

One of the

last exploratory efforts on the continental margin was off
Virginia, where Shell Oil used the drillship DISCOVER SEVEN
SEAS to drill a record-setting well in 6,448 feet of water.
After finding no commercial quantities of hydrocarbons, the
test

was

abandoned,

as

were

most

efforts

off

the

East

Coast. 50
The most recent political road block to East Coast drilling
was

introduced

Carolina.

As

by

Representative

"part"

of

the

Walter

Oil

Jones

Pollution

from

Act

of

North
1990,

Representative Jones pushed through the Outer Banks Protection
Act

of

1990,

exploration,
All

told,

which

prohibited

any

oil

and

gas

leasing,

or development offshore from North Carolina. 51

the

East

Coast

has

seen

little

in

the

way

of

semisubmersible operations and basically the future holds no
potential for drilling activities until the political climate
drastically changes.
4.3

Present Movements
Since January 1990, there has been a total of fifty-six

geographic SEDP movements, though this number might be on the

49 Staff Reporter,
"Massachusetts to Let Four Concerns
Explore Georges Bank for Oil," Wall Street Journal, 17 June
1981.
50 Eldon R.
Ball, "The World Offshore: U.S. East
Coast," Offshore 44, no. 2 (February 1984):
11.

51

33 U.S.C. Section 2753
40

low side as some operators are quite mute about their platform
operations.

The

extent

of

semisubmersible

movements,

of

surprise even to those in the field 5 2 , is comprehensive enough
to provide insight into today's trends.

These trends are

indicated in Appendix I, and individual SEDP histories, often
available

only

through

presented in Appendix II.

discussion

with

operators,

are

The world chart (Figure 6) provides

a visual indication of the magnitude and diversity of the SEDP
world -wide movements.

The width of the tracks is indicative

of how many platforms are traversing each particular path.
The general color codes are:
Blue

movements to the Gulf of Mexico,

Red

movements to the North Sea area,

Dark Green

movements to Brazil,

Brown

movements to Singapore,

Magenta

movements to Australia,

Light Green

movements from Singapore,
the Gulf of Mexico, and

Yellow

movement to Africa from the North Sea.

52 David G. Southerland, Research Associate, Offshore
Data Services, Personal communication, March 2, 1993.

41

The total of 56 semisubmersible movements between January
1990 and April 1993 equates to 17.2 moves per year.

Of the 56

moves,

57% involved the North Sea and/or the Gulf of Mexi-

co. 53

Though

it

takes

only

a

cursory

knowledge

of

oil

exploration activities to realize that these two areas are the
hubs of semisubmersible activity, the fact that they involve
57% of the moves is remarkable (Table 3, Figure 7).

Sections

4.3.1 through 4.3.4 provide discussion of the four major zones
of activity.
4.3.1

Gulf of Mexico Movements

The Gulf of Mexico was the locat ion of 24% of the SEDP
movements.

Out of the 17 moves,

4 were SEDPs entering the

Gulf and 13 were SEDPs leaving the Gulf.

Of the 13 departing

SEDPs, five went to the North Sea, four to Brazil and four to
other locations. 54

These numbers

indicate that

though the

Gulf of Mexico was a small receiver area, it was the primary
donor area in the world (Figure 8).
4.3.2

North Sea

The North Sea

(for geographic ease,

the North Sea Area

includes England, Scotland, Ireland, Norway, and the
Netherlands)

encompassed almost 33% of all SEDP movements.

Perhaps of greater significance, the North Sea was the

53 Offshore Data Services, Semisubmersible Moves From
One Geographic Area to Another, (Houston, Offshore Data
Services, Inc., 1993) .
54

Ibid.
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Table J.
SEMISUBMERSIBLE MOVEMENTS: 1990 - 1993

Region

Entering

Total

Departing

4

Gulf of Mexico

17

North Sea

23

Brazil

10

6

4

Singapore

11

7

4

Other

10

-

-

14

Note:
"Other" includes:

Data Source:

China, Australia, Japan,
Mediterranean, India

Offshore Data Services, 1993 .
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13
9

SECP
Movements

total

14%
--

24%

15%

14%
33%

D

Gulf of Mexico

IT] Singapore

II

North Sea

II

Brazil

[ill Other

Figure 7.

Pie Diagram
45

14
SEDP Movements

12

10

8

6

4

2

o
Gulf of
Mexico

Brazil

North

sea
Histogram

Figure 8.
46

Singapore

•

Entering

D

Departing

dominant receiver versus donor area.

Out of all the semisub-

mersible moves, fourteen were moves into the greater North Sea
area.

Nine SEDPs departed the North Sea, and six SEDPs moved

intra-area. 55
Brazil

4.3.3

The 1990' s
sibles.

found Brazil an active area for semisubmer-

Fourteen percent of the moves involved Brazil, with

six SEDPs entering Brazil and four departing.
ingly,

Not surpris-

all the SEDPs entering Brazil came from either the

North Sea

(33%)

interesting

or the Gulf of Mexico

aspect

is

that

of

the

(67%).56

three

SEDPs

The more
departing

Brazil, two went directly to Singapore (Figure 6).
4.3.4

Singapore and the Pacific

The Pacific theatre was represented by a total of seventeen
SEDP moves, but the dominant port was Singapore with eleven of
the moves.

Seven SEDPs entered Singapore from six different

locations and four SEDPs departed Singapore for three separate
locations.

Tallying

the

moves

indicates

that

Singapore

accounted for 15% of the total world SEDP moves (Figure

7).57

Taking into cons Ldaze t I on the bunkering stops (Appendix I I) ,
an additional four SEDPs traversed through Singapore.

Other

parts of the world have high rates of traffic, but whereas the
North Sea and Gulf of Mexico are large,
55

Ibid.

56 Ibid.
57

Ibid.
47

open ocean areas,

Singapore is a geographically small area surrounded by harbor
infrastructure.

Collectively,

these factors contribute to

making Singapore unique, though what role is played by this
unique nature is yet to be seen.
Role of Bunkering

4.4

The role of bunkering

(re-fueling)

stops remains to be

determined.

One author noted that a production platform being

towed

Japan

from

to

New Zealand

bunkered

in

the

Solomon

Islands, and after arrival in New Zealand, he discovered that
a pair of tropical reef sergeant-major fish had adopted the
platform.

The bunkering stop was the only location where the

platform was near tropical reefs. 5 6

Three ports jump out from

the research as very important and popular for bunkering:
Hawaii, Cape Town and Singapore.

These three ports stand out

as having large fuel-storage capabilities in otherwise sparse
parts of the world.

In Hawaii, the SEDPs stay offshore and

the fuel is brought out, whereas in Cape Town and Singapore,
both well-developed harbors,
purposes.

the SEDPs enter for bunkering

What role these differences play remains unknown.

By comparing the arrival and departures of the four primary
ports (Figure 9), noting routes followed by the semisubmersibles (Figure 6), and considering the role of the bunkering
stops, the potential of SEDPs as dispersal vectors begins to
emerge.

The next chapter introduces

five cases where the

potential became reality and actual introductions occurred.
56

Foster, 147.
48

25

SEPD Movements

20

15

Departing

10

5

o
Gulf of Mexico

Brazil

North Sea

Area-gram

Figure 9.
49

Singapore

CHAPTER 5
LINKS TO INVASIONS

In the absence of actual documented introductions,
in

the

realm of

academic

this

paper would

remain

hypothetical

conjecture.

However, there is a growing list of documented

incidents of alien species introduction by SEDPs that demands
the attention of marine biologists and policy-makers.

This

chapter looks at five introductions that have occurred within
the

past

fifteen

years

via

the

movement

of

platforms.

California, New Zealand, and South Africa are the locations
where these introductions have been noted.

The five incidents

are discussed below.
5.1

Trans-Pacific to California
The first documented semisubmersible introduction of an

alien species occurred in California.

Large specimens of the

Japanese common shore crab, Plagusia dentipes, were discovered
on the semisubmersible OCEAN PROSPECTOR on April 23, 1977, by
a group of scientists studying the effects of drilling fluids
on semisubmersible fouling communi ties. 59

These crabs were

59 Suzanne V.
Benech, Rosemary Bowker, and Richard A.
Pimentel, "The Long Term Exposure to Drilling Fluids on the
Structure of the Fouling Community on a Semi-Submersible
Exploratory Drilling Vessel," in Research on Environmental
Fate and Effects of Drilling Fluids and Cuttings (Proceedings of a Symposium> Held in Florida 21-24 1980 1 (Washington D.C., 1980), 612.

50

discovered several months after the OCEAN PROSPECTOR had made
a 61-day transpacific crossing from Japan (Table 2, Appendix
I I ) .60
Upon

further

investigation,

an

extensive

community

of

western Pacific species was found to be living on the semisubmersib1e,

including

the

ascidian

(sea

squirt)

Halocynthia

roretzi and a variety of gastropods, anemones, echinoderms,
sponges,

bryozoans

and

barnacles.

This

alien

community

survived on the OCEAN PROSPECTOR for at least three years 61
until

the platform,

after accumulating a

cross-section of

organisms from Californian waters, made another transpacific
crossing to the Philippines (Appendix II).

The introduction

noted here is not known to have evolved into an biological
invasion,

which

involves

diffusion

of

species,62

a

the

arrival,

but

the

establishment

probability

and

certainly

existed.
5.2

Three New Zealand Arrivals
New Zealand, because of its modest size and the impacts

felt from previous introductions, has noted the arrival of
three sets of alien species on floating platforms.
5.2.1

Production Platform Maui

On November 26, 1975, the Maui oil production platform, 427
60 Benech, 104.
61 Carlton, 24 December 1992.
62 James T. Carlton, "Patterns of Transoceanic Marine
Biological Invasions in the Pacific Ocean," Bulletin of
Marine Science, 41(2) (1987):
452.
51

feet long by 160 feet wide by 160 feet high and weighing 7,150
tons, arrived in New Zealand after a 68-day, 5,200-mile tow
from Japan (Table 2).53

Two New Zealand scientists went out

to the platform within two days of its arrival and collected
specimens from submerged parts and splash .zones. 54

Arriving

in New Zealand on this one rig was a wide variety of Japanese
marine organisms,
Tetraclita,

including eight species of the barnacles

Balanus,

and

Megabalanus,

Plagusia depressa tuberculata,

the

grapsid

crab

the hydroid Orthopyxis,

and

filamentous green and brown algae . 55
Also traveling with the platform as part of the greater
community
saxatilis,

were

a

pair

of

sergeant-major

fish,

Abudefduf

known from warm seas around the world but never

before recorded in New Zealand.

As discussed in Section 4.4,

Foster and Willan believe that the fish may have been "picked
up"

in

the

Solomon

Islands

during

the

bunkering

stop.

Sergeant-majors are known to select and defend home sites in
a variety of situations including wharf piles, and apparently
in this case, the fish picked an in-transit production platform.
The broad diversity of species that arrived on the Maui
platform was a fine example of the potential that SEDPs hold

53 "New Zealand Platform on Site After 5, 200-mile Tow,"
Ocean Industry 11(2)
(1976):
138.
54 Foster, 143.
55 Carlton, 1987, 455.
52

for transporting alien organisms.
an SEDP,

it contained all the same characteristics:

residency time
speed

Though the platform was not

(in Japan while being built),

(3. 3-knot

structural

average),

crevices

for

no

the

antifouling
organisms.

high

slow transit

paint,
The

and

mass

many

of

the

fouling community being carried by the platform was impressive, estimated at over 1000 kilograms for the biomass of just
two species of small stalked barnacles with individual masses
of only 0.29 gram each. 66

The overall mass of the fouling

community was most likely several magnitudes greater.
Two years after the arrival and installation of the Maui-A
platform, one of the original marine biologists returned and
did

follow-up

research

on

the

fate

of

the

community that had arrived with the platform.

alien

fouling

The investiga-

tion revealed that after a period of growth, revealed by the
increased shell sizes, the barnacles had died and the other
fouling organisms were absent.

Indications were that though

the fouling community successfully arrived in New Zealand, it
was not successful in establishing reproducing communities.
The main factor contributing to the successful "quarantine" of
this platform was its location 23 miles from land and from
areas of hard substrate. 67

66

Foster, 147.

67 Brian A.
Foster, "Dispersal of Barnacles to a Gas
Platform off'the New Zealand Coast," Bulletin of Marine
Science 33, no. 3 (1983):
779.

53

5.2.2

Penrod Oil Platform

The barnacle Megabalanus zebra was another alien species
identified by Foster and Willan as arriving in New Zealand via
an oil platform.
the

Maui

Zealand

Noted only briefly in the article discussing

platform,
on

the

the

foreign

"Penrod"

oil

barnacles

platform

arrived

around

in

1978.

New
The

platform spent some time in Singapore prior to its arrival in
New Zealand, which the authors hypothesize is the origin of
the

barnacle.

Foster,

Unfortunately,

the

primary

author,

Brian

tragically died last year and no further data was

available on the specifics of this introduction. 6 6
5.2.3
Though

Auckland Harbor Bridge Extensions
not

falling

under

the

category

of

exploratory

platforms, this incident is worthy of mention because of its
similar characteristics

to other invasions.

The Auckland

Harbor Bridge Extensions, very large steel structures, were
built in Japan and towed in a floating status to New Zealand.
These

structures

exhibited

allowed other invasions:
no antifouling paint,

the

same

attributes

that

have

slow speeds, underwater structures,

and a high residency period

Japanese harbor while being constructed).

(in the

Shortly after the

arrival of the bridge extensions, Codium fragile and other
biota of oriental origin were discovered in Auckland Harbor.
Though the documentation is not available to establish this as

66

Ibid., 148.
54

the method of introduction, the circumstances would indicate
that to be the case. 69
5.3

Cape Town's European Invader
Not all floating platform invasions occur in New Zealand

and not all originate in Japan, as the examples discussed to
this point might indicate.

The European shore-crab Carcinus

maenas was discovered for the first time in 1983 under the
Table

Bay docks

in

Cape Town,

South Africa.

Unlike

the

previously discussed incidents, further sampling in Cape Town
revealed that the European shore-crab had established a breeding population and was therefore classified as a biological
invasion.

Though Cape Town is renowned for its strategic

location and role in international shipping, the authors note
that "its [Carcinus maenas] appearance was probably brought
about by oil-rigs, and not ships.

Oil-rigs first called here

[Cape Town] in 1969 and they have massive underwater structures ideal for marine stowaways.

,,70

As in the Auckland Harbor bridge extensions case, concrete
documentation was

not available but the evidence strongly

indicated that SEDPs were the culprit.

This South African

case is the norm more than the exception, where direct linkage
cannot

be

made

but

the

compilation

of

evidence

strongly

indicates the role played by the transient platforms.

The

69 Frank I.
Dromgoole, Doctor in Department of Botany,
University of Auckland, New Zealand, Personal Communication,
10 February 1993.

70

Joska, 64.
55

work done

by Foster and Willan and by Benech was

unusual

because it provided incontrovertible documentation of biological introductions via mobile platforms by actually finding the
organisms directly on the structures.
Cape

Town was

just

one

in

a

series

Carcinus maenas successfully invaded.
to

live

and

salinities,

reproduce

in

a

wide

of

locations

Because of its ability
range

of

temperatures,

and depths and because of its aggressive,

selective predatory habits,

that

non-

the shore-crab has successfully

emigrated to many locales around the world.

These include the

United States, where it's commonly called the "green crab," in
the 1850's, Australia by the 1900's, and in this century the
countries of Ceylon (Sri Lanka), Madagascar, and the Bay of
Panama. 71
The European shore-crab' s strong nippers and hardy appeti te
brought it infamy in the 1950's when it threatened the New
England soft-shell clam industry.

Only by erecting fences

across estuaries and strategically placing poisoned fish were
the commercial fishermen able to bring this alien pest under
control. 7 2

The soft-shell clam case is mentioned to show the

potential threat posed by exotic species to various types of
commercial fisheries.
5.4

Japan - An Active Donor?
On a departing note, the fact that Japan was the origin of

71

Ibid., 63.

72

Ibid.
56

three of the incidents of introductions correlates with recent
studies

made

of

Pacific

basin biological

invasions.

The

studies have found that Japan has acted almost like the hub of
a wheel, dispersing its native species radially out across the
Pacific to the various rim countries. 7 3 Many of the introductions have been tied into Japan's wood-chip ships, but the
evidence of platform introductions would indicate that the
same design can be applied to SEDPs as well.

The future will

show if this pattern is to hold true.

73 James T. Carl ton,
"Policy Implications of Introduced
Species in the Marine Environment," Lecture, Marine Affairs
Graduate Seminar, University of Rhode Island, 13 April 1993.
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CHAPTER 6
THE FUTURE:

In

this

movements,

SEMISUBMERSIBLES AND THEIR OPERATIONS

paper,
and

the

nature

documented

of

links

semisubmersibles,
to

invasions,

have

their
been

discussed but one relevant question yet to be answered is what
does the future hold for SEDP operations and how will that
future affect their role as dispersal vectors?
6.1

Boom and Bust Factors:

The Impacts

At mid-year 1992, industry reported that of the fleet of
160 active (able to be used) semisubmersibles, only 65% were
being utilized, leaving 56 rigs stacked and idle. 7 4

This sta-

tistic doesn't bode well for the drilling companies who are
the rig owners,

but from the biological invasion point of

view, the utilization number is not directly important.

The

rate of movements and how that rate will change in the future
are the important factors because they govern the numbers of
SEDPs that can potentially play a role in transporting alien
species.
The rate of semisubmersible movements is high at both boom
and

bust

times

for

the

oil

industry.

This

occurrence is driven by two different forces.

74

Ocean Industry, 75.
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paradoxical

In

"boom"

times,

the high oil

prices

lead to both

the

funding and the initiative for oil companies to expand their
exploration efforts.

At some point in the not too distant

future, this situation is bound to occur.

It's not so much a

matter of if, but when, the economic axiom will hold true and
the

decreasing

equation

is

supply

will

lead

straightforward:

to

higher

the demand

continuously increasing and the supply,

prices.

The

for petroleum is

though large,

is

finite.
Presently, however, the large amounts of oil being provided
at

inexpensive

prices

by

OPEC

is

causing

a

"bust"

time.

Because it costs much less per barrel to produce oil on land
in the Middle East than in any offshore waters, oil companies
are stymied and cannot readily afford exploration activities.
The boom time scenario leading to increased activity by
SEDPs is logical.

With increased revenue, the oil companies

will spend more on exploration, increasing the demand, leading
to increased activity, and hence movement, amongst the SEDP
fleet.
In bust times, SEDP movements are driven by the need for
drilling companies to attain the highest rate of activity for
their semisubmersibles.

The companies can only achieve this

by aggressively relocating their SEDPs to the geographic areas
of high drilling activity.

The result is that often rigs are

moved to distant locations for only short contracts and then
moved again.

The recent acti vi ties of the semisubmersible
59

FALCON, operated by Atwood Oceanics, present a representative
example of this.
years,

then

The FALCON was operated in Malaysia for many

in February 1992,

it was

Straits by Melbourne, Australia,
work (Appendix II).
the

Joint

moved

down

to

Bass

for only eleven months of

Immediately thereafter, it was moved to

Administration

area

of

the

Timor

operations.

In

expensive but

rapid method of moving the

both

cases,

the

SEDP was

Sea

for

dry-towed,

new
an

semisubmersible.

According to the FALCON's owners, Atwood Oceanics, their willingness to rapidly move the rig helped them get the
c on t r-ac t

v

"

Another semisubmersible, the SONAT RICHARDSON, was mobilized to the North Sea from the Gulf of Mexico in November
1992 purely on speculation.
arrival,

the

unit was

Mexico.

The result:

Almost

awarded

a

immediately after its

contract

in

Gulf

of

within two months the SEDP was being

moved back to the Gulf of Mexico (Appendix II)
These wide

the

variations

of

.76

supply and demand

in various

regions of the world have led to increased rates of SEDP movemente

As noted, these movements greatly increase the poten-

tial for biological invasions, but the impacts might extend to
still other areas.

Insurance companies are very concerned

because the greater numbers of SEDPs being moved intensifies

75 Glen Kelley, Contracts and Marketing Manager, Atwood
Oceanics, Inc., Personal Communication, 22 March 1993.

76

Adams.
60

the risks encountered and leads to a higher potential for
accidental losses. 77
6.2

Deep Water Demand
The

market

for

semisubmers ibles,

in

addition

to

being

generally weak, has changed and left many of the older, less
well equipped rigs without work.

The units in demand are the

newer, mainly fourth-generation, semisubmersibles capable of
drilling in very deep waters.

Noteworthy examples of these

units include SONAT RICHARDSON (capable of drilling in 5000
feet of water), HENRY GOODRICH (up to 10,000-foot water depth
with dynamic positioning), JACK BATES (up to 7,500-foot water
depth),
It

and M.G.HULME, JR.

(up to 2,500-foot water depth).

Average" rigs can drill in water depths of up to 1500 feet.

78

Because of this selective demand, these particular SEDPs are
making a greater percentage of the rig movements and thus
making them prime candidates as

potential

transporters

of

alien species.
6.3

Future SEDPs?
Recently,

the drilling industry has been analyzing the

future needs for new fourth-generation semisubmersibles.

The

new rigs are tremendously expensive, estimated at $200 - $225
million each 7 9 ,

and at many of the deeper sites, drillships

77
Peter Mackay, Mobile Offshore Drilling Units:
Market Opportunities in the 1990's (London: Drewry Shipping
Consultants, Ltd.), 86.

78

Ocean Industry, 75.

79

Mackay, 73.
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Drillships have the

are capable of accomplishing the task.

advantage of being much cheaper to build

(conversion of a

large cargo ship being the most common method), but ultimately
one

important

semisubmersible

advantage

may

protect

their

future.
6.3.1

Harsh Conditions Factor

The better capacity of semisubmersibles to operate in rough
conditions,

a

characteristic of many future drilling loca-

tions, could well be an important factor in their future.

The

March 1992 deployment of SEDCO 702 to the Maui field in New
Zealand was primarily because the rough Tasman Sea conditions,
with up to 100-knots winds and 65-foot swells, were too much
for conventional "ship-shaped" vessels. 80
The

susceptibility

condi tions

was

October 1983.

brought

of

drillships

home

At that time,

to

the

to

damage

drilling

in

rough

industry

in

the drillship GLOMAR JAVA SEA

(Figure 10) was working 60 miles south of Hainan Island off
the coast of China.
shallow,

On the night of October 25,

1983, the

treacherous South China Sea combined with Typhoon

Lex, packing 75-knot winds and 26- to 44-foot seas, to sink
the GLOMAR JAVA SEA.

The loss of all 81 crew members together

with the 400-foot drillship helped trigger the use of semisubmersibles in harsh, rough environments. 8 1
80 Frank B.
Williford, "Tender-assisted Drilling
Underway at Maui B," Offshore/Oilman (November 1992):
81 Jim Redden,
"Java Sea Sinking May Change Rules,"
Offshore 44, no. 3 (March 1984):
31.
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6.3.2

Sites of Future Construction

Where

semisubmersibles

contribute

to

organisms.

their

As

are

role

discussed

as

constructed

dispersal

previously,

can

vectors

SEDPs

possibly
for

are

alien

basically

pelagic structures that spend most of their operational lives
on the open sea.
only

in

port

Except for repair or stacking, SEDPs are

when

they're

being

built.

Some

shipyards

complete construction prior to launching the semisubmersible,
whereas other facilities construct the "hull" and then launch
the SEDP to simplify construction of the upper superstructure.
A floating SEDP is physically lower than one out of the water
which allows easier "lifts" for the cranes.

During the period

that the semisubmersible is floating but still under construction, creatures are busily involved in moving on board it as
their new habitat.
continental

shel f

Generally, organisms found on SEDPs are
inhabitants.

In

contrast,

those

found

immediately after a rig is built would be characteristic of
the harbor of construction.
Whether the SEDP is
struction

will

method.

Should

wet-towed or dry-towed after con-

influence
the

new

the

impacts

SEDP be

of

the

dry-towed

to

fabrication
its

first

operating site, the extended period out of the water would
effectively exterminate any organisms on the structure.

On

the other hand, should the recently-constructed platform be
towed to its first operational location, the potential exists
for the "harbor" organisms to survive.
64

The Maui platform and

the Auckland Harbor Bridge extensions, two cases discussed in
Chapter

5,

represent

situations

where

units

spent

time

floating in Japanese harbors and subsequently transported the
biota acquired during that period to their new locations in
New Zealand. 8 2

These occurrences would tend to indicate that

ports of construction can easily become

"donor" ports of

alien species.
Neither Japan nor Korea may be the primary areas of construction for future fourth-generation semisubmersibles if the
United States' Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA '90)83 has the
expected impacts.

Due to OPA '90, an increased demand for

double-hulled tankers to meet the requirements of the American
market will

effectively close off the Japanese and Korean

shipyards to SEDP construction.
full

order

physically

books
have

for
the

Many of the shipyards have

construction
capacity

for

of
the

tankers

and

two

three

to

do

not

years

required for construction of a new semisubmersible. 8 4
As Japanese and Korean shipyards focus on tanker and ship
construction,

shipyards in Singapore,

Europe or the United

States appear as the likely candidates for building future
SEDPs.

A change in construction sites will most likely play

a role in the potential for SEDPs to act as dispersal vectors
for alien organisms.
82

The construction center for semisubmer-

Foster, Dromgoole.

83 33 U. S . C. 270 1
84

Mackay, 74.
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sibles for many years, Japan has been documented as the donor
location

in

three

mobile

platform

introductions.

Recent

research, as noted by Carlton, has traced a series of alien
introductions throughout the Paci f ic to Japan. 85

With its

reputation as a prolific source of alien species,

the move

away from Japan for future SEDP construction could well have
beneficial effects.
6.4

Geographic Locales of Future Operations
The future promises to expand semisubmersible activities

to

a

broader

range

of

locations

and

countries.

As

oil

eventually becomes scarce, countries that had previously been
exempt from the inroads of exploratory drilling will become
attractive prospects.

The nature of oil exploration is that

areas of great promise and relatively easy access have been
exploited, while the more distant sights remain.
yet-to-be-explored

portions

of

the

continental

located off the coasts of developing countries.
until oil prices go up,

Many of the
shelf

are

For a period

exploration activities will remain

minimal, but at some future point, with increasing demand and
a finite supply, a surge in exploratory drilling activities
will occur.

Promising regions for semisubmersible activities

include Latin America, Africa, Asia, Australia, and the states
of the former Soviet Union.

These locations are addressed

below.

85

Carlton, 1993.
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6.4.1

Latin America

Future SEDP activities continue to expand in Latin America
as the governments relax state control over the industrial
sectors.

In Brazil,

the state-operated Petrobras

company

controls the drilling activities and is beginning to allow
entry of foreign semisubmersibles.

The reasoning behind this

SEDP market and its future continuance are simple:

the oil

finds off Brazil are in extremely deep water and the fleet of
Petrobras SEDPs are only designed to drill in maximum 1,500foot depths.

Brazil was required to bring in foreign assis-

tance to develop the massive Marlim field in 2,500 feet of
water

and

will

most

likely

contracts in the future.

increase

its

deep-water

SEDP

The SEDP movement trends noted will

probably continue.
Future exploration in Argentina will likely center on the
broad

continental

pro v inces :

shelf

area

in

Tierra del Fuego,

the

country's

Santa Cruz,

southern

and between -t.he

mainland and the Islas Malvinas (the Falkland Islands).

The

acreage to be investigated forms part of one of the world's
largest unexplored sedimentary basins, so the potential for
large amounts of activity is great.
Falklands

could

conceivably

The territory around the

re-ignite

the

U.K./Argentina

conflict if future exploration there proved successful. 8 6
Chile

is

imported oil.
86

a

nation

eager

to

reduce

The state oil company,

Mackay, 78.
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its

dependence

on

Empresa Nacional del

Petroleo (Enap), could well expand its exploration programs,
which would involve the influx of foreign semisubmersibles.
The Pacific side of South America is basically devoid of
continental
However,

shelf

and

Columbia

thus

lacks

stretches

future

across

the

SEDP potential.
continent

and

the

possibilities lacking on the Pacific side are made up for on
the Atlantic side.

By the year 2000, Columbia plans to expand

its exploration activities to the continental shelf off its
Caribbean coastline.

The expanded exploration plans include

an influx of SEDPs from other parts of the world. 8 7
Elsewhere in the Caribbean, potential exists for offshore
exploration

in

the

waters

off

Trinidad,

Republic, Costa Rica, and Honduras.
will

likely

see

the

influx

of

the

Dominican

All these small countries
previously-not-encountered

semisubmersibles.
Cuba is hoping to see the influx of exploratory drilling
soon.

After the curtailment of oil supplies from the former

Soviet Union in 1990, Cuba began encouraging exploration of
its own waters to increase domestic production.
1993,

Cuba

offered western companies

exploration
country.

rights

for

the

shelf

the right

waters

In February
to bid on

surrounding

the

Because of Washington's trade embargo against the

Castro government, American drilling companies are not

participating but, nonetheless, foreign SEDPs will likely be
87

Ibid., 79.
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arriving in these waters in the near future.

88

Africa

6.4.2

The continental shelf surrounding Africa varies in width
and borders on an uneven coastline with many countries.

This

combination has resulted in a multitude of maritime border
disputes, due especially to the lure of unknown quantities of
oil lurking beneath the seafloor.
Bissau

International

overlap of

offshore

court
oil

case

The 1985 Guinea/Guineastemmed

concessions

directly

granted

to

from

rival

an
oil

companies and the 1982 Tunisia/Libya case in the Mediterranean
involved conflicts over oil exploration rights as well. 8 9
Oil companies have historically been wary of these areas
because of political conflicts and upheavals, as occurred, for
example,

in Gabon in 1990.

With developing stability,

resolution of border disputes,

the

and the ongoing realization

that the discovery of "commercial hydrocarbons" is a path to
economic stability,

the potential

operations continues to grow.

for offshore exploration

Along the western side of A-

frica, exploration potential and activities exist in Morocco
(the

Atlantic

coastline),

Senegal,

Sierra Leone,

Liberia,

Ivory Coast, Ghana, the Gulf of Guinea, Zaire, Nigeria, the

88 Michael J. Strauss, "Cuba Opens Oil Projects to
Western Bidding," Journal of Commerce, 12 February 1993 .
89 Marie-Christine Aquarone, The Future Outlook for
Boundary Limitations in Africa South of the Sahara Major
Paper submitted for the Degree of Master of Marine Affairs,
University of Rhode Island 1985: 81, 90.
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Cabinda territory of Angola,

and Namibia. 90

Mediterranean

potential includes the states of Tunisia, Libya, and Algeria.
Exploration possibilities in the Red Sea are being offered by
Egypt and Sudan.

Along the east coast of Africa, prospects

exist off Madagascar, Somalia, Tanzania and Mozambique .
developing

stability

on

the

continent,

the

With

barriers

to

exploration will continue to diminish and the potential for
semisubmersible activity to increase. 9 1
6.4.3
Prospects

Asia
are

bright

for

variety of Asian areas.

future

SEDP

acti vi ties

in

a

Because many of

the areas

offer

relatively unknown resources, movements of semisubmersibles
will be common.
India in recent parliamentary changes has taken steps to
liberalize its policies, resulting in the release of formerly
state owned acreage to

foreign exploration.

In response,

there has been an influx of foreign oil companies into the
Gulf of Cambay (near Bombay) and future exploration activities
are proposed in the Indian Ocean off Cochin, in southwestern
India. 92
Burma and Thailand are looking into exploration potentials
in the Adaman Sea, just north of the Strait of Malacca.

90

Ibid., 18, 19,21.

91

Mackay, 80.

92

Ibid.
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Development in this area will likely be hampered by the lack
of infrastructure and political problems.
The Gulf of Thailand, an area of some promise, is subject
to territorial disputes between Thailand, Malaysia, Cambodia
and Vietnam which have hindered and promise to continue to
hinder

exploration

efforts.

A

joint

authority

was

only

recently developed between Malaysia and Thailand, which should
result in exploration activities in the deeper waters found at
the entrance to the Gulf of Thailand, waters outside the range
of Vietnam and Cambodia.

Exploration in these deeper waters

will increase semisubmersible movements because the numbers of
rigs capable of operating in these deep waters are few.
The yet-to-be-cracked golden egg in Asian potential
Vietnam.

is

With immense scope for new exploration, Vietnam is

dismantling the political barriers and opening offshore tracts
to foreign exploration.

At present, a U.S.

Government ban

prevents involvement of American drilling companies.

With the

warming political climate, however, expectations are that it's
only a matter of time until American drilling companies become
active participants.
Even as Vietnam has initiated exploration, the Vietnamese
have reasserted a territorial claim to the Spratly Islands.
These islands are situated on a broad continental shelf that
is thought to be a highly promising area for oil deposits.
Vietnam has warned China, Malaysia, Taiwan, the Philippines,
and the island of Borneo not to challenge its sovereignty, but
71

the finding of oil in this area could be a potential flash
point between the rivals.

The political ramifications aside,

movements of SEDPs will be great for many years.
Indonesia and Australia have set up joint administration
for the Timor Sea, an area of dispute between the two countries for some time.

Opening this area to exploration will

result in the influx of SEDPs, an influx already being noted
with the arrival of the OCEAN GENERAL in December 1992 and the
FALCON in February 1993 (see Appendix I and Appendix 11).93

6.4.4
As

Australia

part of its Great Barrier Reef protection plan,

the

Australian government has rescinded all drilling permits in
offshore Queensland.

The elimination of drilling off the east

coast of Australia has been somewhat countered by expanded
offshore opportunities in Western Australia and Victoria.

The

overall activities in these areas will not be of the magnitude
as,

for

example,

Vietnam,

but

the

sensitivity

of

t.he-

Australian waters and the Australian government could precipitate negative reactions to operations in these zones. Because
of monitoring and ongoing exploration activities, Australia
might

well

Lnt.r-oduc t Lon

be
i

the

location

of

the

next

documented

SEDP

'"

93 Kelley.
94 Madeleine M. Jones, Marine Organisms Transported in
Ballast Water, A Review of the Australian Scientific Position, Department of Primary Industries and Energy, Bureau of
Rural Resources, Bulletin No. 11 (Canberra, Australian
Government Publishing Service, 1991), 1.
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6.4.5
The

Republics of the Former Soviet Union

republics

greatest

of

potential

the

for

former

Soviet

international

Union

acti vi ty

present
in

the

offshore

exploration in the coming years, and the focus of the exploration work will be deep water and remote or harsh environments.

With the economic difficulties being experienced by

many of the republics, much of the exploratory drilling will
likely be undertaken by foreign companies.
The

areas

north

of

the Arctic

Circle are

tremendously

expensive to explore and develop, with Shell estimating that
a single offshore production unit in the Chukchi Sea could
cost as much as $1.5 b i Ll Lori

The expense involved might

v "

well keep exploration activity in the Barents, Kara and Laptev
Seas minimal until the price of oil increases sufficiently.
The more hospitable waters off sakhalin Island just north
of

Japan

offer

more

immediate

exploration

potential,

and

already joint Russian-Japanese ventures are underway to begin
the

process.

The

Japanese

are

very

interested

in

this

potential Russian oil to decrease their reliance on distant
foreign imports, and the struggling republics hope to garner
revenues from the activities .

The cooperation between Japan

and Russia is indicative of how the world political situation
is metamorphosing.
The

Caspian

Sea

provides

prospecting

and

development

potential for the former republics, but because exploration
95

Mackay, 81.
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platforms are too large to be transported into the area, the
potential is available only to the captive fleet of twelve
mobile rigs that were built in-location.

Political unrest and

sovereignty questions remain restrictive to foreign involvement in Caspian Sea operations as well. 96
6.5

Political, Technological and Scarcity Factors
The high

movements

level

of acti vi ty in recent

history,

in 3.25 years,97 and the likelihood of

56

SEDP

increased

future SEDP movements are influenced by a variety of factors.
Exploration activity occurs in some areas because of governments' policies towards attaining self-sufficiency or reducing
dependence on imports from a specific area.
cal

systems,

as

in

India and

Changing politi-

some African countries,

and

nationalistic attitudes about resources also promote exploration in new areas.
Natural
exploration,
earlier

gas

use

is

sometimes

testing

showed

expanding
in
a

areas

and

encouraging

which

preponderance

were
of

further

ignored
gas

after

reserves.

Advancing technologies making it economical to use natural gas
in applications where cost was once prohibitive have spurred
the demand.

The effect has been increased exploration and

drilling activity in areas dominated by natural gas.

Certain

regions within the Gulf of Mexico are undergoing increased
activity because of this factor.
96 Ibid., 82.
97 See APPENDIX I.
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Presently a halt has occurred to all new oil exploration
licensing within the United States outside the Gulf of Mexico
and established Alaskan basins.

Pressure from environmental

groups coupled with individual states tightening control over
their own continental shelves have made it unlikely that relicensing will occur.
development

exists,

Though basically a ban on offshore oil
there

still

remain

estimated

total

reserves of 2. 1 billion barrels of crude and 3.2 trillion
cubic feet of natural gas off Florida and California. ge

In

the present political environment, these reserves will remain
unmolested, but the potential for exploration remains should
the world oil supply situation become severe.

If the poten-

tial does become reality, the most likely platforms to be used
for

exploration will

abili ty

to

conditions.

work

in

be semisubmersibles because of
the

deep

water

and

occasional

their
rough

Mention is made of this possibility to indicate

that the possibility of SEDPs transporting alien organisms to
the East and West Coasts could again arise in the distant
future.

98

Mackay, 77.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

Through discussion of Semisubmersible Exploratory Drilling
Platforms

and

their

role

as

vectors

in marine

biological

introductions, this paper establishes- a base of knowledge for
future referral.

Included in this project are details of

semisubmersibles, their unique characteristics and operations,
historical movements, past introductions, future operations,
and continuing potential for invasions.
The significance of semisubmersibles as biological vectors
is further addressed.

Ships release over two million gallons

of ballast water everyday in the United States 9 9 and thousands of

international ship transits occur annually.

relocations

of

semisubmersibles

represent

an

input

The
unique

compared to that of shipping.
7.1

Assessing the Significance
Three criteria will be used to assess the significance of

the role of semisubmersibles
species:

in the

introduction of alien

first, what is the rate of SEDP movements over time;

second, how are SEDP movements unique, and what role does that
uniqueness play; and third, of what environmental impact are
the biological invasions precipitated by the SEDP movements?
99

Carl ton (1993).
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7.1.1

Rate of Movements

For the last three years semisubmersibles have averaged 17
moves per year (Appendix I):
11%

of

fleet.

the

10 0

160

this rate represents movement of

semisubmersibles

comprising

the

world

In reality, the 17 moves represents a higher per-

centage of the total because many of the listed SEDPs are idle
or stacked and these SEDPs will likely remain out of circulation ad inf ini tum due to outdated technology.

101

SEDP movements are likely to increase in the foreseeable
future.

If oil prices remain low, platform owners will move

their SEDPs in pursuit of revenue-producing settings.

Should

the price of oil escalate, the monetary incentive will return
for oil companies to renew their exploration activities at a
healthy rate.

Even with the present situation, a higher rate

of movements will be found for those semisubmersibles that
have

deep-water

capability

(Section

6.4)

because

drilling

activity is tending towards deeper water operations.
7.1.2

Uniqueness of SEDP Movements

Movements of semisubmersibles are reminiscent of the wooden
ships

of

yesteryear.

Their slow transit

speeds,

lack of

antifouling paint, abundance of underwater structures, high
residency times, and portage of ballast water are all factors
that contribute to their unique ability to act as travelling
ecosystems, "biological islands" capable of carrying broadly
100

Ocean Industry, 75.

101

Mackay, 47.
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diverse communities of organisms on both their interiors and
exteriors.
to

port,

Whereas most transoceanic ship movements are port
semisubmersibles

continental shelf.

move

from

continental

shelf

to

This operational characteristic establish-

es shelf areas and not major ports as the reception areas for
arriving organisms.
Discussed in Section 1.2,

the attention of

legislat ion

enacted by both the International Maritime Organization and
the U.S. Congress focused on shipping and the major global
ports

and

Because

of

"outside"

on

the

impacts

experienced

their

pelagic

nature,

the

focus

of

these

at

SEDPs

those
remain

regulations,

yet

locations.
literally
when

they

operate in the near-shore shelf waters, the potential for them
to become biological "free agents" is strong.
Long periods of residency on the continental shelves allow
the platforms to build up substantial fouling communities.
The

creatures

bryozoans

and

that

inhabit

ascidians,

these

often

are

communities,
unable

to

such
be

as

easily

dispersed by ballast water because they have planktonic larval
stages that last only a few hours . 10 2

Therefore, some of the

organisms transported by semisubmersibles cannot be moved by
any other anthropogenic means.

102 James T.
Carlton, "Transoceanic and Interoceanic
Dispersal of Coastal Marine Organisms: The Biology of
Ballast Water," Oceanographic Marine Biology Annual Review

23 (1985):

333.
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Invasions

7.1. 3

The

story

of

semisubmers ible- faci 1 i tated

biological

invasions is fraught with missed research opportunities.

Even

the documented SEDP marine introduction in California came
about

tangentially,

a

fringe

benefit of

biological effects of drilling fluids.

the

study on

the

The Foster and Willan

research in New Zealand is the only well-known case where
biologists specifically studied the biota on an arriving oil
platform.
In

the

converse

opportunities.
past,

the

biological
water

of

vessels.

of

this

situation

lie

the

research

Because so little research was done in the

world

scientific

invasions
ships

or

community

probably

to other mechanisms,
fouling

organisms

on

attributes

such as
cargo

or

ballast
private

However, in reality the vector might well have been

mobile platforms.

Although opportunities were present in the

past, observations were few and consequently the extent of the
exploratory platform role is simply not known to biologists.
This void of knowledge creates an ideal area for research,
where scientists can begin establishing the parameters that
define the part played by semisubmersibles.
Though semisubmersibles reside on the continental shelves
of a nation,
coastal

they can still play an important role in its

biology.

Many

of

the

fouling

organisms

have

a

planktonic stage, which when released from the rig could well
drift into shore.

The general motion of particles in a shelf
79

area

is

floating

shoreward, 103
migration

so

into

even

small

shore.

organisms

The

greater

can

make

a

post-arrival

residency time of SEDPs contributes to their biological role
by allowing the tenant organisms a greater opportunity to
enter the production phase of their lives.
There is a need for researchers to actually observe inbound
platforms, providing determination of what variety of biota is
being carried.

Combination of the initial research with a

post-residency study would facilitate determination of the
survival rate of various constituents of the fouling community.

To some extent, the Foster and Willan and Benech studies

accomplished this, but the pool of background knowledge is
still inadequate.
7.2

Summary and Conclusion

The term "biological island" 104 has been used to refer to
ships travelling the world carrying ballast water laden with
planktonic larvae.

This term equally well applies to semi-

submersibles travelling the world from one continental shelf
location to

another,

carrying residual

amounts

water and large amounts of marine fouling.

of

ballast

Even with the

minimal amount of research that has been done, five separate
incidents of introductions have been recorded.
the

historically small

numbers

of platform movements,

occurrence of any introductions is significant.
103

Carl ton, Personal Communication.

104

Carlton 1993.
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Considering
the

Semisubmersibles

promise

to

play an

future biological introductions.

important

role

in

As the supplies of easily

accessible oil are discovered and mined, oil companies will be
forced

to go

further

in search of

the valuable

resource.

Presently, low oil prices have restricted the demand for oil
exploration,
bound to

but eventually the demand

increase.

With a

finite

for

exploration is

supply of an

expendable

resource and ever-increasing demand, the question becomes not
"If?" but "When?" will oil exploration activities increase.
Though the amount of exploration activities are at a low,
the movements of semisubmersibles remains relatively high.
These movements are being driven by suppliers, the drilling
companies, who are

attemp~ing

to keep their SEDPs operating

and are willing to move them more frequently to accomplish
this

goal.

Certain

"deep-water"

units will

see the most

movement due to high demand for their special abilities.
Exploration units will be entering many areas that have
historically seen little shipping activity.

Since SEDPs work

on shelf areas and not in ports, they operate in different a
realm than ships.

Consequently,

even in a

locality where

shipping is present, SEDPs might still well have significant
impact.
Contemporary environmental change will influence the role
played by semisubmersible activity.

With global warming, the

ozone hole, coastal eutrophication and the inputs of anthropo-

81

genic contaminants, 105 the world marine environment is in a
stressed state.

In this susceptible state,

the impact of

alien organisms will tend to be greater than in a normal,
healthy setting.
Combining the projection that SEDP movements will increase
in the future with the observation that the world is presently
undergoing profound environmental modification, the potential
for future invasions becomes a strong concern.
available

to

countries

sponsoring

A response

exploration

of

their

continental shelf areas is to demand that semisubmersibles be
cleaned

of

fouling

growth

prior

to

their

arrival.

This

uncomplicated action will certainly reduce the likelihood of
biological invasions via semisubmersibles.
To effectively control present and future alien invasions
requires increased attention from both biologists and policy
makers.

Nationally,

the

Nonindigenous

Aquatic

Nuisance

Prevention and Control Act of 1990 10 6 should be expanded .t;o
include semisubmersibles, requiring that they be cleaned of
fouling

growth

prior

to

their

arrival

in

the

near-shore

continental shelf waters of the United States.

105 T.E.
Smith and S.R. Kerr, "Introductions of Species
Transported in Ships' Ballast Waters: The Risk to Canada's
Marine Resources," Canadian Technical Report of Fisheries
and Aquatic Sciences, no. 1867 (Dartmouth, N.S.: Department of Fisheries and Oceans, 1992): 1.
106

16 U. S . C. 4701
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Globally, the International Maritime Organization should
consider

expanding

its

1991

Ballast Water Guidelines 10 7

to

provide an international consensus for addressing the significance of

semisubmersibles

invasions.

as

vectors

in marine

biological

Though this situation does not require the cry of

"Wolf!," it does elicit a response and cannot be simply swept
under the carpet.

Implementation of a few, simple preventa-

tive actions will

increase the drilling companies workload

only

slightly

while

greatly

decreasing

the

opportunities

available to semisubmersibles to act as biological vectors.
"An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure" is at the
crux of

all

measures,

effective marine biological

as true for semisubmersible exploratory drilling

platforms as for ships.
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APPENDIX I:
SEDP MOVES:
Total Moves:
A.

(2) Jul/90
(3) Feb/93
(4) Apr/93
2)

Location of 17 SEDP Movements.

SEDPs Entering the Gulf of Mexico:

(1) May/90

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(56 Moves)/(3.25 Years) => 17.2 Moves/Year

THE GULF OF MEXICO:
1)

1990 - early 1993

-- from Oman,
SONAT RICHARDSON
via South Africa (Bunkering)
from Brazil
PAN PRODUCER
from UK/North Sea
SONAT RICHARDSON
from UK/North Sea
OCEAN KOKUEI

SEDPs Departing the Gulf of Mexico:

Jan/90
Jan/90
Mar/90
Sep/90
Feb/91
Mar/91
Nov/91

(8) Sep/91
(9) Feb/92
(10) Mar/92
(11) Apr/92
(12) Nov/92
(13) Jan/93

to Singapore
SEDCO 601
to North Sea
JOHN SHAW
to Congo
ALASKAN STAR
to North Sea
SEDCO 706
to North Sea
TREASURE PROSPECT
to Norway (N. Sea)
SOVEREIGN EXPLORER
to Bay of Campeche,
ROMAN 20
(move within Gulf of Mexico)
to Brazil
DIAMOND M CENTURY
ZAPATA YORKTOWN
to Brazil
to Brazil
TREASURE LEGEND
TREASURE STAWINNER
to Brazil
SONAT RICHARDSON
to North Sea
to Italy
JACK BATES

Departures Specifically to UK/North Sea:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Jan/90
Sep/90
Feb/91
Mar/91
Nov/92

JOHN SHAW
SEDCO 706
TREASURE PROSPECT
SOVEREIGN EXPLORER
SONAT RICHARDSON
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(to Norway)

B.

UK/NORTH SEA MOVES:
1)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

SEDPs Entering the North Sea:

Jan/90
Feb/90
Jul/90
Jul/90
Sep/90
Oct/90
Oct/90
Feb/91
Feb/91

(10) Mar/91
(11) Jun/91
(12) Aug/91
(13) Aug/92
(14) Nov/92

2)

Location of 29 SEDP Movements.

JOHN SHAW
from Gulf of Mexico
SEDCO 710
from Canada, East C.
BORGSTEN DOLPHIN
from Greece
DUNDEE EXPLORER
from Angola
SEDCO 706
from Gulf of Mexico
SEDCO 712
from U.S. Pacific
SONAT ARCADE FRONTIER -- from Singapore
TREASURE PROSPECT
-- from Gulf of Mexico
WEST ALPHA
-- from Brazil
(to Norway)
SOVEREIGN EXPLORER
from Gulf of Mexico
(to Norway)
ZAPATA ARCTIC
-- from Singapore
NEDDRILL 6
from Cabinda,
West Africa (to Rotterdam)
TREASURE SEARCHER
from Canada/
N. Atlantic
SONAT RICHARDSON
from Gulf of Mexico

SEDPs Departing the North Sea Area:

( 1 ) Mar/91
( 2 ) Jun/91
( 3 ) Aug/91
( 4 ) Sep/92
( 5 ) Oct/92
( 6 ) Jan/93
( 7 ) Feb/93
( 8 ) Apr/93
( 9 ) Apr/93

OCEAN VICTORY
-- to Portugal
TREASURE SEARCHER -- to Canada/N.Atlantic
YATZY
to Brazil
BYFORD DOLPHIN
to Australia
SEDCO 710
to Brazil
to Nigeria
SEDCO 703
SONAT RICHARDSON
to Gulf of Mexico
OCEAN KOKUEI
to Gulf of Mexico
to Black Sea
OCEAN LIBERATOR

Intra-North Sea Moves:
(1)
(2)
( 3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Aug/92
Jan/90
Jul/90
Jun/91
Aug/91
Dec/91

OCEAN LIBERATOR
- UK to Ireland WESTERN PACESETTER - UK to Ireland WESTERN PACESETTER - Ireland to UK WESTERN PACESETTER - UK to Ireland WESTERN PACESETTER - Ireland to UK NEDDRILL 6
- Rotterdam to N. Sea -
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C.

BRAZIL MOVES:
1)

SEDPs Entering Brazil:

( 1 ) Aug/91
( 2 ) Sep/91
( 3 ) Feb/92
( 4 ) Mar/92
( 5 ) Apr/92
( 6 ) Oct/92
2)

YATZY
DIAMOND M CENTURY
ZAPATA YORKTOWN
TREASURE LEGEND
TREASURE STAWINNER
SEDCO 710

Jul/90
Feb/91
Aug/90
Feb/91

D.

PACIFIC:
1)

PAN PRODUCER
WEST ALPHA
PIONEER DRILLER
ZAPATA ARCTIC

UK/North Sea
Galveston, TX
Gulf of Mexico
Gulf of Mexico
Gulf of Mexico
UK/North Sea

Jan/90
Aug/90
Feb/91
Jul/91
Sep/91
Feb/92
Mar/92
b)
Jul/90
Oct/90
Jun/91
Feb/92

to Gulf of Mexico
to Norway
to Singapore
to Singapore

Location of 17 SEDP Movements.

Singapore:
a)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

from
from
from
from
from
from

SEDPs Departing Brazil:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Location of 10 SEDP Movements.

Location of 11 SEDP Movements.

SEDPs Entering Singapore:
SEDCO 601
PIONEER DRILLER
ZAPATA ARCTIC
HAKURYU 03
SEDCO 702
ACTINIA
SEAHAWK

from Gulf of Mexico
from Brazil
-- from Brazil
from Japan
from Brunei, Borneo
from South Africa
from Gabon, West Africa

SEDPs Departing Singapore:
SEDCO 601
-- to Thailand
SONAT ARCADE FRONTIER -- to North Sea
ZAPATA ARCTIC
to North Sea
SEDCO 702
-- to New Zealand
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2)

SEDPs Entering China:

(1) May/90
(2) Mar/91

3)

SOUTH SEAS DRILLER
JIM CUNNINGHAM

SEDP Movements Involving Australia:

(1) Feb/92

FALCON

(2) Dec/92

OCEAN GENERAL

(3) Feb/93

FALCON

4)

SEDP Entering New Zealand:

MEDITERRANEAN AREA:

INDIA:

-- from Singapore

SEDCO 702

(1) Mar/90
( 2) Jul / 90
(3) Jan/93

E.

-- from Philippines

HAKURYU 05

( 1) Feb/92

D.

Malaysia to Bass Strait,
Melbourne, Australia
Bali, Indonesia to
Timor Sea, Australia
Bass Strait to Timor Sea

SEDP Entering Japan:

(1) Aug/92
5)

from Brunei,N.Borneo
from Philippines

Location of 3 SEDP Movements.

M.G. HULME JR.
GLOMAR BISCAY 02
JACK BATES

Malta to Italy
Congo to Spain
Gulf of Mexico
to Italy

Location of 1 SEDP Movement.

(1) Jan/91

Data Sources:

-- United Arab Emirates
to India

BOSS PRITHVI

Offshore Data Services, 1993.
1992 Guide to Marine Drilling Rigs
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APPENDIX II:
Examples of transoceanic movements of offshore platforms.
Ocean Prospector
(semisubmersible)

II
Ocean Bounty
(semisubmersible)

Constructed:
Japan
1971

Constructed:
Japan
1976

Constructed:
Japan
1976

Operated:
Japan-Korea -Malaysia
1972-1976

Moved:
Japan to Alaska
1976

Moved:
Japan to
Alaska

Moved:
Japan to California
1976

Operated:
Alaska
1976-1980

Maintenance:
Port Alberni
B.C., Canada
1979

Operated:
Southern California
1976-1980

Moved:
Alaska to
British Columbia
1980

Moved:
Pacific Coast
to Atlantic
Coast
1979-1980

Moved:
California to
Philippines
1980-1981

Moved:
British Columbia
to Scotland
1980-1981

Operated:
Atlantic
(Baltimore
Canyon)
1979-1980

Operated:
Philippines
1981-1984

Operated:
North Sea
1981-Present

Moved:
Baltimore
Canyon to
Newfoundland
1980-1981

I

Moved:
Philippines to
Gulf of Mexico
1984

III
Ocean Ranger
(semisubmersible)

Operated:
Newfoundland
1981-1982

Operated:
Gulf of Mexico
1985-Present

Lost at Sea:
15
February
1982
84 Lives Lost
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IV
Maui A
(production)

Zapata Concord
(semisubmersible)

Constructed:
Japan
1975

Constructed:
New Orleans
1976

Constructed:
Spain
1979

Moved:
Japan to
New Zealand
1975

Operated:
Gulf of Mexico
1976-1982

Operated:
Spain
1979-1985

Operated:
New Zealand
1975-Present

Maintenance:
Mobile, Alabama
1981

Moved:
Spain
to
Rotterdam
1985

Moved:
Alabama to Santa
Barbara
Spring 1982

Maintenance/

Operated:
Santa Barbara
1982-1985

Moved:
Rotterdam to
Cabinda,
West Africa
1986

V

Moved:
Santa Barbara
to Gulf of Mexico
1985
Operated:
Gulf of Mexico
1985-Present

VI
Neddrill 6
(semisubmersible)

Mxiification
Rotterdam
1986

Operated:
Cabinda,
West Africa
1986-1991
Moved:
Cabinda,
West Africa
to Rotterdam
August 1991
Maintenance/

Mxiification
Rotterdam
1991
Moved:
Rotterdam to
North Sea
1991
Operated:
North Sea
1991-Present
89

VII
Falcon
(semisubmersible)

VIII
Sea Hawk
(semisubmersible)

constructed:
Mobile, Alabama

1983
Operated:
Malaysia
? to 1992
Moved:
February 1992
Malaysia to
Bass Strait,
Melbourne, Australia
(Dry Tow)

IX
Sedco 601
(semisubmersible)

Moved:
March 1992
Gabon, West Africa
via Cape Town
(Bunkering)
to Singapore
Idle:
Singapore
April 1992-Present

Constructed:
Singapore

1983
Moved:
Gulf of Mexico
to Singapore
January 1990
(Dry Tow)
Maintenance:
Singapore
1990
Moved:
Singapore to
Thailand
1990
(Dry Tow)

Operated:
Bass strait
February 1992January 1993
Moved:
January 1993
Bass Strait to
Timor Sea
Darwin, Australia
(Dry Tow)

Operated:
Thailand
1990 to present

Operated:
Timor Sea
"Joint Administration"
Area
Indonesia/Australia
February 1993-Present
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X

Sedco 702
(semisubmersible)

XI
Sedco 703
(semisubmersible)

XII
Sedco 706
(semisubmersible)

Constructed:
New Orleans
1973

Constructed:
New Orleans
1973

Constructed:
San Francisco
1976

Moved:
Gulf of Mexico to
Brazil
1973

Operated:
Gulf of Mexico
1973-1983

Operated:
Newfoundland
(Hybernia)
1982-1987

Operated:
Brazil
1973-1986

Moved:
Gulf to North Sea
1983

Moved:
NFLD to Gulf of
Mexico, 1987

Moved:
Brazil to Gulf of
Mexico, 1986

Operated:
North Sea
1983-1993

Operated:
Gulf of Mexico
1987-1990

Operated:
Gulf of Mexico
1986-1989

Moved:
North Sea to
Nigeria
January 1993
Bunker: Canaries

Moved:
Gul f to North Sea
September 1990

Moved:
Gulf of Mexico to
Brunei, Borneo, 1989

Operated:
Nigeria
Feb. 1993-Present

Operated:
North Sea
1990-Present

Bunkering:
- Brazil
- Falklands
- Chile
- Panama
- Hawaii
Operated:
Brunei, Borneo
1989-1991
Moved:
Brunei to Singapore
1991
Extension of Life
Overhaul: Singapore
1991-1992
Moved:
Singapore to New Zealand
Feb.-March 1992
91
Operated:
Taranaki, New Zealand
March 1992-Present

XIII
Sedco 710
(semisubmersible)

XIV
Sedco 712
(semisubmersible)

XV
Daimond M General
Name Changed to:
Ocean General
(semisubmersible)

Constructed:
Japan
1985

Constructed:
Korea
1983

Constructed:
Mobile, Alabama
1976

Moved:
Japan to East Coast,
Canada
1985

Moved:
Korea to Alaska
1983

Operated:
S. California
? - June 1988

Bunkering:
- Hawaii
- Panama
- Chile
- Falklands
- Azores
(East blc of
Hurricanes)
- Canada

Operated :
Alaska
1983-1985

Moved:
California to
Darwin, Australia
June-July 1988

Moved:
Alaska to Santa
Barbara, CA
1985

Bunkering:
- Hawaii
- 700 NM east of
Papua, New Guinea
- Port Moresby
- Darwin

Operated:
East Coast, Canada
1985-1990

Operated:
California
1985-Feb. 1990

Moved:
Bali, Indonesia
to Timor Sea
December 1992

Moved:
Canada to North Sea
1990

Moved:
(last rig to
depart CAl
California to
North Sea
Feb. 1990

Operated:
Timor Sea
Dec. 1992-Present

Operated:
North Sea
1990-1992
Moved:
North Sea to Brazil
October 1992
Operated:
Brazil
1992-Present

Bunkering:
- Panama
- Chile
- Falklands
- Azores or
Canaries
- North Sea
Operated:
North Sea
Oct. 1990-Present
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XVI
Ocean Victory
(semisubmersible)

XVII
Ocean Liberator
(semisubmersible)

XVIII
Sonat Richardson
(semisubmersible)

constructed:
New Orleans

Constructed:
Norway

Constructed:
Korea

1972

1974

1988

Operated:
North Sea
1972-1991

Operated:
North Sea
1974-1992

Moved:
Korea to Oman
1988
Bunkering:
- Singapore

Moved:
North Sea to
Portugal
March 1991

Moved:
North Sea to
Ireland
August 1992

Operated:
Oman
Dec. 1989-May 1990

Operated:
Portugal
1991-Present

Moved:
Ireland to
Black Sea
April 1993

Moved:
Oman to Gulf of
Mexico
1990
Bunkering:
- South Africa
(Cape Town)
Operated:
Gulf of Mexico
July 1990-0ct. 1992
Moved:
Gulf to North Sea
November 1992
Moved:
North Sea to Gulf
February 1993
Operated:
Gulf of Mexico
March 1993 - Present
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XIX
John Shaw
(sernisubmersible)

XX
Jim Cunningham
(semisubrnersible)

XXI
Ocean Kokuei
Name Changed to:
Quest
(semisubmersible)

Constructed:
Japan
1982

Constructed:
Korea
1982

Constructed:
Japan
1972

Moved:
Japan to Gulf
Mexico
1982

Operated:
Southeast Asia
(Korea, China,
Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines)
1982-1991

Operated:
North Sea
1970's-1993

operated:
Gulf of Mexico
1982-1989
Moved:
Gulf to North
Sea
January 1990
Operated:
North Sea
January 1990-Present

Moved:
Philippines to
China
March 1991
Operated:
China
1991-Present
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Moved:
North Sea to Gulf
of Mexico
April 1993
Operated:
Gulf of Mexico
May 1993-Future

XXII
M.G. Hulme, Jr.
(semisubmiersible)

XXIII
Zane Barnes
Name Changed to:
Jack Bates
(semisubmersible)

XXIV
Sonat Arcade Frontier
(semisubmersible)

Constructed:
Korea
1983

Constructed:
Japan
1986

Moved:
Korea to North Sea
1983
Route:
- Singapore
- Indian Ocean
- Suez Canal
- Mediterranean Sea
- Gibraltar
- Atlantic Ocean
- Bay of Biscay
- English Channel

Moved:
Moved:
Japan to Gulf of
Korea to North Sea
Mexico, 1986
1990
Route:
Route:
- Singapore
- Singapore
- Indian Ocean
- Indian Ocean
- Cape of Good Hope - Cape of Good Hope
- Atlantic Ocean
- Atlantic Ocean
- Straits of Florida - Canary Islands
- Gulf of Mexico
- North Sea

Tug Bunkering:
- Singapore
- Gibraltar

Tug Bunkering:
- Singapore
- Capetown
Operated:
Gulf of Mexico
1986-1992

Constructed:
Korea
1987

Bunkering:
- Singapore
- Capetown
- Las Palmas
Operated:
North Sea
October 1990 Present

Operated:
North Sea
1983-1988

Moved:
Gulf of Mexico to Italy
January 1993

Moved:
North Sea to
Mediterranean
1988-1990

Tug Bunkering:
- Miami, FL

Operated:
Mediterranean
1988-1990

Operated:
Mediterranean (Italy)
1993

Moved:
Malta to Italy
March 1990
Data Sources:

Offshore Data Services, 1993.
Sonat Offshore Drilling Inc.
Diamond M - Odeco Drilling Co.
Atwood Oceanics Drilling Co.
Sedco Forex Drilling Co.
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